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Abstract 

Collective Board Leadership Behaviour 

in Malaysian Rugby Associations 

 

Liyana Binti Kamarul Bahrin 

Global Sport Management, Department of Physical Education 

The Graduate School 

Seoul National University 

 

This study explored the current perspective of leaders in Malaysian 

rugby associations on adapting collective board leadership in attaining 

collaborative sport governance. A qualitative method comprising a semi-

structured interview has been adopted for this study.  

Eight leaders (two from National rugby association and six from 

State rugby association) who served as a board of directors were recruited as 

participant for this study. The theoretical framework comprising the 

understanding of collective leadership by Friedrich, Vessey, Schuelke, 

Ruark and Mumford (2009) was used as a guideline. The final thematic 

analysis generated by this study addressed three research questions which 
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are (1) Exploring the perception of leaders on collective board leadership, 

(2) Identifying collective board leadership behaviour, and (3) Exploring 

challenges and benefits perceived by leaders in adapting collective board 

leadership behaviour. Thus, present study highlights the relevance of roles 

and responsibilities, along with goals, mission, and vision, as guidelines for 

leaders to adapt collective board leadership. It is also proven that leaders in 

Malaysian rugby association practiced collective board leadership 

behaviour: communication, network development and leader-team 

exchange. However, the leader did not fully utilize communication 

behaviours such as ‘feedback exchange’, which was indicated by the 

framework to facilitate the collective leadership process. The findings also 

suggested that the leader faced difficulty in adapting collective board 

leadership due to political involvement and financial support. 

Furthermore, this study supports collective board leadership 

behaviour may facilitate Malaysian rugby associations to achieve 

collaborative sport governance and generate positive organizational 

outcomes. Future suggestions include extensive research among sport 

associations with stable financial conditions to provide further evidence in 

indicating the adaptability of collective board leadership behaviour. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Background of the study  

The exploration of leadership in sport management or sport governance area have 

recently becoming attractive among many scholars. Welty Peachey et al., (2015) 

highlighted in his recent review of leadership studies which had a direct relationship with 

issues including board performance; ethical issues and decision-making; governance and 

leadership of mega-sport events; and gender equality within non-profit sporting boards 

(e.g., Adriaanse & Schofield, 2013; Forster, 2006; Hoye & Doherty, 2011; Parent, 

Beaupre, & Seguin, 2009; Parent, Olver, & Seguin, 2009; Sherry & Shilbury, 2007).  The 

earliest studies of leadership issues in sport emerged in the 1970s has been explored based 

on multitude of theoretical frameworks, methodological and epistemological 

underpinnings that had an impact upon individual, group, dyad and organizational levels, 

both from an on-field and off-field perspective (Welty Peachey et al., 2015). 

Non-profit sport organizations are most often formed under a federal model of 

governance as for example countries like Australia, New Zealand, Canada, United 

Kingdom, and a number of European nations, where decision-making and power are 

generally divided between a national governing body and state or regional associations. 

In this point of view, collaborative governance is assumed particularly relevant to the 

federal model of sport governance. Even Chappelet (2021) has stated in a recent study 

that Olympic system must now be governed as collaborative network after provides a 

deeper understanding of stakeholder perspectives. According to Shilbury and Ferkins 

(2015), implementing collaborative governance in a federally organized sport could result 
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in major benefits for all stakeholders involved. The findings of their study revealed that 

effective collective leadership enacted by a NSO board as a whole, was important to the 

achievement of collaborative governance in a federal model. 

Meanwhile based on the conceptual article examining the application of collective 

leadership to the governance of a federated sport network, Ferkins, Shilbury, and O'Boyle 

(2018) have suggested the term of "collective board leadership" to portray the leadership 

style which best suited to collaborative governance. Besides that, O’Boyle and Shilbury 

(2016) suggested that collective leadership in relation to trust first recognize existing 

relationships, which may assist in dispute resolution, and encourages cooperation, all of 

which can lead to increase of transparency, communication, and intermediate decision-

making among boards. 

In addition, study by Friedrich et al. (2016) showed that the use of different 

collective leadership behaviors differs in particular ways across individuals based on 

cognitive ability and prior experience because the use and development of the network is 

cognitively demanding. It also stated that the behavior differed across different type of 

task. Thus, it is assumed that the emergence of collective leadership and collaborative 

governance will be affected by the behavior of the individual involve in the organization 

itself. 

1.2 Sport Governance in Malaysia 

Sport in Malaysia are organised by sports associations and bodies. There are other 

activities organized by the private sector and individuals on a volunteer basis. The 

government's responsibilities are carried out according to Ministry of Youth and Sport’s 

scope and roles, with the help of other ministries and respective agencies at the national, 
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state, and district levels. Basically, the government's primary responsibility is to provide 

financial support and infrastructure to National Sport Associations (NSA) for the 

development of Sports for All and High-Performance Sports programs. 

NSA have faced various challenges as government and society continues to 

demand more from sports in general. In terms of sport management in Malaysia, the 16th 

Commonwealth Games in 1998 has marked a milestone event for the sport industry. 

Malaysia’s coming-of-age celebration provided an opportunity to showcase the nation as 

a modern Muslim model state (Van der Westhuizen, 2004). The success of Kuala Lumpur 

hosting the event led to several other global engagements, including the annual Petronas 

Formula One Grand Prix in Sepang. When the popularity of organized sports increased, 

so did the number of NSA. However, majority of NSA’s management and structure were 

still remained at unsatisfactory level.  

On the early of January 2020, Syed Saddiq Syed Abdul Rahman former Ministry 

of Youth and Sport have also stated that to focus on improving Malaysia’s global sports 

competitiveness by developed a four-pronged approach. The top four priorities are to 

grow government support for athletes, recognizing new fields of sports, increasing 

inclusivity in sports, and promoting sports as a lifestyle among Malaysians. As the first 

task when he holds this designation, was to focus on improving the Ministry’s governance 

and practices because he strongly agrees that creating this real impact would not work out 

unless ministry enhances the public service delivery, emphasizing the importance of good 

governance, quality, and effectiveness, as well as community responsiveness. 
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1.3 Statement of research problem 

The governing role function in sport organizations have not yet to taken control 

by the academicians and practitioners in sport management field. It is really significance, 

despite increasing literature on sport governance and recent researches in this field, 

focusing on the role of sport organizations in global governance (Foster, 2006), good 

governance in international sport organizations  (Geeraert, 2014), collaborative sport 

governance (Shilbury, O’Boyle & Ferkins, 2016) collaborative governance in a non-profit 

sport organizations (O’Boyle & Shilbury, 2018), changing global sport governance 

environment in a globalized society (Chatzigianni, 2018), international sport governance 

as a political phenomenon (Jedlicka, 2018), board structure (Ingram & O'Boyle, 2018) 

and others, which limited research has been found exploring the collective board 

leadership practices in collaborative sport governance. Although, there has been little 

research on this area, but most of the studies taking place in developed countries. None 

of the studies have concentrated on Southeast Asia country especially exploring 

leadership in sport governance area. 

A successful of sports are not only been measured by the performance of athletes 

but also the effectiveness of the sports associations regardless of international, national 

or state level. Sport in Malaysia continues to play an important part in the national 

development agenda, so much that in 1998, the Sports Development Act came into force. 

This is the first time a policy relating to sports has been implemented. This growth is seen 

as a recognition of the importance of sports in Malaysia, as well as the start of a new era 

in sport management, with sports being taken more seriously as a significant industrial 

field (Radzi, 2000). However, strengthening sports bodies and associations with 

professional governance still appeared as one of the main objectives (Ministry of Youth 
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and Sport, 2009). This simply shows that sport organizations in Malaysia are still 

struggling to develop a better governance system. 

In Malaysia, the sport commission have introduced star-rating system to evaluate 

and monitor sports association that been registered under their agency which act similar 

as performance measurement system. Former Sport Commissioner, Datuk Zaiton 

mentioned that the criteria set for the star-rating system are mostly based on the good 

governance of the association and their strategic planning while the sport’s performances 

and achievements of the associations only contributed to 5% of the overall score (De Silva, 

2019). There are almost 11,000 sports associations as state and national levels are 

registered with the Sports Commissioner’s Office (Bernama, 2020). Squash Racquets 

Association of Malaysia (SRAM), Football Association of Malaysia (FAM), Malaysian 

National Cycling Federation (MNCF), Malaysian Hockey Confederation (MHC), 

Malaysian Sailing Association (MSA) and the Badminton Association of Malaysia (BAM) 

were among 6 that received commendation out of 55 NSO in 2018. 

Another significant point to consider is that sport has always been a public concern. 

Due to the social background of sport participation, governmental and private sector 

involvement, especially in terms of funding and sponsorship, was not as prevalent then 

as it is now. Sport has recently become a commercial endeavour in Malaysia, with multi-

national companies investing millions of Ringgit in a sport program. However, Malaysian 

sports bodies are still struggling to enforce the governance practices, which has resulted 

in a slew of unethical issues. Megat Najmuddin Megat Khas, former President of the 

Malaysian Institute of Corporate Governance quotes self-interests, corruption, nepotism, 

cronyism, and colliding state agendas as the negative forces that weigh down the good 

governance of local sports (Megat Khas, 2002).  
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In Malaysia, majority sport organizations are regulated under a governance 

structure that is governed by a federated sport network. The majority of sport’s 

organizations still rely on government financing to run their operations. As a result, 

working effectively under multi-level governance is always a challenge for sport 

organizations, especially when it affects funding levels (distribution) and the sort of 

interventions. Hence, it's critical to identify the major barriers that sport organizations 

face in order to address the issue within the context of sport governance and to ensure the 

organization's long-term viability. 

Since there is scant evidence of studies which investigating the issues in sport 

governance in Malaysia, this area of concern could be referred to study in other countries 

with similar sport governance system. As mentioned previously, collaborative 

governance is assumed particularly relevant to the federal model of sport governance. 

Lack of collective in collaborative governance which impact on the association’s 

performance there is now a shift in the governance model to cater to the increased 

professionalization of sports in response to the growing pressures of commercialization 

and professionalization within the sector (O’Boyle & Shilbury, 2015; Shilbury & Ferkins, 

2011; Taylor & O’sullivan, 2009). 

Thus, collective leadership among the board members of the sport organization 

has proven to be one of the key elements to achieve successful collaborative sport 

governance. In conjunction, collective board leadership behavior was indicated to be a 

hindrance to the formation of collective leadership and collaborative governance. 
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1.4 Significance of the study  

The way sport is governed, as well as the failures of that governance, has brought 

the issue to the forefront. Both a history of conflict and cooperative approaches can build 

collective identity, and both processes, ironically, can result in favorable outcomes for 

leaders who identify with the collaborative governance of a federated sport. Chrobot-

Mason et al. (2016) claimed, “identification with the collective is important for predicting 

whether and how members of a collective participate in leadership relationships” (p. 299). 

Conflict may appear to be a negative factor on the surface, but it can also motivate 

member associations to get more involved in governance procedures and choices that 

affect the sport and their geographic regions (Kerwin, Doherty, & Harman, 2011). 

According to Ospina (2016) the “emergence of collaborative governance has 

sparked inquiries about how leaders may build more facilitative, integrative, and inclusive 

environments,” (p. 276). In order to achieve a unified whole-of-sport approach to 

governance, federated sport networks are increasingly recognizing the necessity to govern 

collaboratively across a network of member associations (Goodwin & Grix, 2011; 

O'Boyle & Shilbury, 2015; Shilbury & Ferkins, 2015). Ferkins, Shilbury, et al. (2018) 

also claimed that little study has been done on board leadership in all sectors - corporate, 

public, non-profit, and sport organizations. This demonstrates the significance of board 

member’s leadership credibility in enhancing collective action and, at the same time, 

assisting in the development of collaborative governance. Thus, this has created tension 

and possible stress to sport associations as it seems lack of collective leadership practices 

among the board members, which has always resulted in the failure of the governance 

system or the performance outcome of the associations. 
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Federal model is very hard to understand as it is very complex. This is supported 

by many previous studies which has taken utility of collaborative governance as 

framework to address the model’s weaknesses and have strongly emphasized the 

importance of looking into the leadership variable as a key component of network’s 

ability to adopt and sustain collaborative governance behaviors (O’Boyle & Shilbury, 

2016; Shilbury & Ferkins, 2015; Shilbury et al., 2013; Shilbury et al., 2016). Furthermore, 

Ospina and Foldy (2010) stated that “bridging differences within a complex web of 

interrelated yet different actors are not easy” (p. 292); nonetheless, building such links is 

precisely the governance difficulty that national sport organizations in a federal network 

face. The essence of the Shilbury et al. (2013) study suggested that the federal model of 

governance impedes the functions of effective governance and had proposed a number of 

research areas that required further examination to uncover how barriers towards 

collaboration could be overcome. 

On the other hand, collective leadership refers to a specific theory framework 

(Friedrich et al., 2009) that will be investigated in part of this present study. The 

framework provided an integrative analysis of the collectivistic leadership literature in 

the development of the collective leadership process, covering the individual, team, 

network, and organizational factors that may affect the emergence of collective leadership. 

Central aspects of the study’s framework shown that the emergence of collective 

leadership was closely tied to leader's characteristics, the performance parameters and 

climate, the leader and team's network, communication.  

Friedrich et al. (2014) assessed General George C. Marshall's collective leadership 

behaviors using the key relationships provided in the Friedrich et al. (2009) framework 
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and discovered that a leader's personal traits may be related to the usage of collective 

leadership. An important finding from this study was that not all forms of collective 

actions are created equal and may have different antecedents as well as outcomes. 

Another relevant study’s findings indicate a link between effective communication and 

collectivistic action and such rigidity in communication patterns will stop the emergence 

of collectivistic action. 

Meanwhile, Friedrich, Griffith, and Mumford (2016) have added more evidence 

to Friedrich et al. (2009, 2014) framework, dimensions, and items, which suggested the 

presence of different types of leadership behaviors and how these behaviors are 

influenced by individual level antecedents as well as contextual factors. It also suggested 

that different type of leader that emerges and succeeds in sophisticated situation - 

collective leadership via communication are needed rather than encouraging Leader-

Team Exchange. 

Additionally, O’Boyle and Shillbury’s (2016) have suggested communication can 

help to build a high level of trust inside a collaborative governance network. High level 

of transparency across the federal networks could be achieve by communication 

particularly during the decision-making process. While it is expected that decision-

making usually will take place collectively within the board members of the sport 

organization. Similarly, Wright and Millesen (2008) identified a lack of communication 

had impact on the board member’s performance. 

According to Friedrich et al. (2009, 2014), there is very little research on 

communication in the context of collective leadership. However, the little research found 

that communication is critical to collective leadership. While Kramer & Crespy (2011) 
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claimed that specific communication behaviors were important in the emergence of 

collective leadership. Thus, the development of collective leadership at board level may 

enhance the collective approach to be adopted across the network as suggested by 

(Shilbury & Ferkins, 2015; Shilbury et al., 2016). As a result, it is assumed that 

developing effective communication in order to emerge collective leadership and attain 

collaborative governance is critical, hence this presence study in this specific area should 

be further investigated. 

Additionally, the significance for this research to be conducted in Malaysia is due 

to the fact that there are relatively few studies in the field of sport governance. Apart from 

that, investigating this sector will be useful to sport in Malaysia, given the majority of 

sport organizations in the country are still classified as amateur. As a result, conducting 

research in this area would give in-depth exploration on the constraints that have 

hampered sport organization to build momentum for increased professionality and better 

governance. 

1.5 Objective of studies 

In order to gain a deeper understanding on the leader’s perceptions, the focus of this 

study will be on the factors that are correlated with leader’s experiences, as they may be 

relevant to the challenges which they faced in adopting collective leadership behaviour 

in their organizations. In details, for this specific research study, the term ‘leader’ will be 

referring to the individual who holds a position in the board composition of the rugby 

sport association which also known as the board leaders. On top of that, it is believed that 

these individuals would be the key person in the organization to deliver the task which 

related to the action toward approaching collaborative sport governance. Similarly, these 
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individuals are the ones who is in charge of leading the sport association in conjunction 

with its member associations (Shilbury & Ferkins, 2015) 

1.5.1  Objective 

 The aim of this research is to have better understanding on the challenges and 

opportunities faced by the leaders in Malaysian rugby sport associations to adapt with 

collective board leadership behavioural towards approaching collaborative sport 

governance. Thus, the following objectives have been set to guide these studies: 

1. To increase understanding of leaders, perceive on the emergent of collective board 

leadership in Malaysian rugby association.  

2. To explore the collective board leadership behaviors withing the context of sport 

governance in Malaysian rugby association. 

1.5.2  Research Questions  

 To achieve the objective, the study has developed on research questions which 

would be resourceful for extension of this studies which are: 

RQ1. What are the perceptions for leaders in Malaysian rugby associations to 

adapt collective board leadership behaviors toward achieving collaborative sport 

governance?  

RQ 2. What are the collective leadership behavior practiced among the leaders 

in Malaysian rugby associations? 

RQ 3. What are the challenges and benefits perceive by the leaders in adapting 

collective board leadership behavioral? 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

Although there are several bodies of study have been pursued to resolve the 

problem of sport governance in recent years, there are still a distinct lack of literature 

focusing on sports organizations, sports management, its organizational behavior and its 

governance. However, in the research of collaborative sport governance and collective 

leadership by O’Boyle & Shilbury (2018) and Friedrich et al. (2016) will be used as 

reference.  

The literature study will begin with a discussion of how collaborative sport 

governance will be beneficial for non-profit sport associations in the federated sport 

system. Then it will be continued on the argument in which have been proven that 

strengthening the board members' collective leadership approach may help to achieve 

collaboration sport governance. Finally, the chapter ends with the discussion on collective 

board leadership behavior, which may be the most significant factor inhibiting 

collaboration sport governance adaptation in non-profit sport associations. 

2.1 Collaborative Sport Governance 

Governance is a multi-level process that establishes monitoring systems, punishes 

defection, encourages collaboration, disseminates information, promotes trust-based 

reciprocity, and often cultivates conditions that encourage collective action (Ostrom, E. 

2005). Effective governance usually includes a governance structure that enhance 

collaboration between individuals while also facilitating effective monitoring and 

execution of regulations. 

 While collaborative governance is a theory which emerged in the different 

governmental domain that refers to public/state and non-profit organizations which 

collaborating towards achieving the same goals.  According to Ansell and Gash (2008) 
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collaborating governance is a “governing arrangement in which one or more public 

agencies directly engage non-state stakeholders in a formal, consensus-oriented, and 

deliberative collective decision-making process that aims to make or implement public 

policy or manage public programs or assets” (p. 544). This engagement, according to 

Shillbury and Ferkins (2015), may reshape governance behaviors displayed by board 

members of national and state sport associations. Referring to the federal model of sport 

governance, this presence study will adapt the definition of collaborative sport 

governance as a type of governance in which national and state (regional) sport 

associations collaborate in unique ways, using specific processes, to establish 

mechanisms for whole-of-sport progression in their respective networks to achieve 

similar goals. 

 The typical non-profit sport association hierarchy, which comprises of an 

international governing body, national governing bodies, state or regional governing 

bodies (depending on country organization), and clubs, has evolved historically (Enjolras 

& Waldahl, 2010). Furthermore, considering sport associations nowadays manage their 

own sport activities and seek for various resources (e.g: money, infrastructure, equipment 

and etc.), they tend to collaborate with a larger range stakeholder such as media, sponsor, 

local governments, and athletes. This collaboration has been mentioned by Chappelet 

(2021) who emphasizes that collaboration should not be limited to the IOC (representing 

IFs and NOC’s) but should also include all stakeholders to entice better public opinion 

support. Similarly, suggested that current and future governance of the Olympic system 

should be more collaborative, and the implementation of the system should be led by the 

leader, IOC. As for this present study, leader will be referring to the board members of 

the sport associations. 
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 For boards and assigned executives, harnessing this network and hierarchy of 

independent organizations remains a problem (Chelladurai & Zintz, 2015). This dilemma 

provides the rationale and purpose for this study. The need to gain an understanding of 

collaborative governance in federated sport system as to produce greater alignment and 

collaboration across a sport network are crucial. Thus, a study on examining the main 

barrier to the formation of collective board leadership has been proposed. 

Collaborative governance represents a useful approach to explore the federal 

model of sport governance and how leadership can shape the outcomes and ultimate 

sustainability of a collaborative governance regime (Emerson, Nabatchi, & Balogh, 2012; 

Shilbury et al., 2016). 

2.2 Collective Leadership 

Traditional leadership theories have appeared to take a leader-centric approach, in 

which the concept of leadership is centred on a single person. New approaches of 

investigating the constructions have emerged as the leadership profession has progressed, 

including research of leadership as a process, role, position, or even outcome. (Grint, 2005; 

Yukl, 2009). It simply means that, leadership does not have to remain within one person; 

rather it is a concept that may be shared, disseminated, and even built collectively.  

While many leadership studies have come out with terms such as shared leadership, 

distributed leadership, and collective leadership, which have varying definitions 

depending on the focus and context of the given research (Ansell & Gash, 2012; Cullen 

& Yammarino, 2014; Ferkins et al., 2009; Kramer & Crespy, 2011).  

Some researchers have emphasized collective leadership is a property rooted in 

social exchange-based roles (Seers, Keller & Wilkinson, 2003; Hiller, Day & Vance, 

2006). While several studies have been conducted using Friedrich et al. (2009) framework 
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to investigate about collective leadership in many aspects. The framework defined 

collective leadership as a dynamic process in which demonstrated leader, or set of leaders, 

selectively utilizes the skills and expertise within a network as the need arises. Similarly 

noted by Mumford et al. (2012), who agrees that creation of collective leadership was 

built through specific knowledge, skills, and expertise that enhance the utilization of the 

network around them and the actions to share the leadership task with the entire team. 

Friedrich et al. (2013) investigated the viability of core elements of the 

collectivistic theories through a historiometric analysis of events from the career of a 

notable leader, George C. Marshall, using Friedrich et al. (2009) framework. The major 

findings indicated strong relationship between team performance and problem outcome. 

This was in reference to the importance of a team, particularly one in which multiple 

different leaders act collectively, and have a clear, shared focus on the issue at hand. The 

study also strongly suggested more research need to be done on the relationship between 

leadership and communication. 

Meanwhile, in the study of Friedrich et al. (2016), three dimensions of collective 

leadership behaviors from the Friedrich et al. (2009) framework – communication, 

network development, and leader-team exchange were tested and focused on the 

individual leader's decision to use the behaviors based on contextual circumstances. The 

findings show that there are numerous approaches for leaders to foster collective 

leadership in their teams, and these types of collective leadership are linked to distinct 

leader traits and used at varied rates based on team and task characteristics. The study 

also highlighted that, leaders who emerged in collective leadership setting were succeed 

via communication behaviors rather than encouraging Leader-Team Exchange. 
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Additionally, many studies in different fields have proven that collective 

leadership is one of the variables that contributes to positive outcome. For example, 

Hauschildt and Kirchmann (2001) findings indicate that having a set of individuals, 

taking on different elements of a leadership role has resulted in positive team and 

performance outcome, both technically and financially. Furthermore, Boone and 

Hendricks (2009) evaluated collaborative behaviours, effective information exchange, 

and decision-making decentralization within varied expertise among top management 

team, was beneficial for organization’s performance outcome.  However, Carmeli and 

Schaubroeck (2006) found that by just having multiple leaders was not sufficient to 

increase team performance but somehow the behavioural integration was important to the 

process.  

In the context of sport governance, this one step up, or collective effort, includes 

the NSO's board of directors and member associations, indicating the need to look about 

leadership as a collective process rather than a single person's domain (Shilbury et. al., 

2020). Ospina (2016) further noted that this process which includes “individual decisions, 

relationships, and embedded actions is where leadership emerges,” (p. 281). 
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Figure 1. Collective leadership framework. 

(Adapted from Friedrich et al., 2009). 

 

2.3 Collective Board Leadership 

According to Ferkins, Skinner, and Swanson (2018), collective board leadership 

is applicable in both intra-board and inter-board contexts, because collective leadership 

must first be demonstrated at the intra-board level before it can be effectively extended 

to other boards in the network. Non-profit sport associations normally consist of board 

members, which is led by the president or CEO. Basically, board members will have own 

role and responsibilities which requires them to also function as a leader and work among 

each other. While this perspective in contrasts of traditional and possibly hierarchical 

leadership, which usually assign the president or CEO as the single leader, ignoring the 

importance of the group dynamic in developing leadership as a collective (Cullen Lester 

& Yammarino, 2016). Therefore, by referring to the definition of collective leadership as 
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stated previously, thus, collective board leadership encompasses how a board works 

together to generate leadership and to advance key strategic initiatives within and across 

a network of affiliated bodies, such as in a federated model. 

2.4 Collective Board Leadership and Collaborative Governance 

In sum, this presence study is motivated by the opportunity that has been observed 

situated in ideas of collective leadership within the context of sport governance by 

bringing together notions of collective board leadership and collaborative governance as 

reviewed by Ferkins et al. (2018).  One approach in particular, collaborative governance, 

has significant relevance to the federal model of sport governance. Shilbury and Ferkins 

(2015) suggested that the application of collaborative governance in a federally organised 

sport may yield significant benefits for all parties involved. The outcome indicated that 

in order for collaborative governance in a federal model to be successful, leadership, and 

in particular facilitative leadership enacted by a NSO board as a collective, were critical 

factors. 

Leadership was one of the most important outcomes and questions developed in 

Shilbury et al. (2013) paper. They particularly stated that board members' leadership 

skillsets inside federal networks were key considerations but did not specifically explore 

the possibility of collective board leadership as a primary contributor. However, the 

statement was consistent to the finding of Henry and Lee (2004), who noted the 

importance of a varied skillset for personnel occupying governance positions in a sport. 

Based on the very recent study by Shilbury,O’Boyle and Ferkins (2020), the 

finding suggests that in general, the concept of collective board leadership may be too 

new and does not yet resonate with directors in this study. The relationship between 

collective board leadership and collaborative governance perceived by the studies 
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somehow entangled in terms of which came first between those two. However, Ferkins 

et al. (2018) suggested that collective board leadership is applicable in both intra-board 

and inter-board scenarios, as collective leadership must first be demonstrated at the intra-

board level before it can be effectively extended to other boards in the network. The result 

of the study demonstrated that board members viewed “collective” in relation to internal 

board decision-making processes and the need for a cohesive perspective on decision 

taken.  

Reviewing Shilbury et al. (2020) perspective, it is possible that the collaborative, 

facilitative, consultative style of board leadership drives an approach towards enacting 

collective board leadership. Further noted that this could be achieve by building a 

collective identity. Building collective identity, according to Chrobot-Mason et al. (2016), 

expands the sources of leadership and reduces reliance on position allocated, leader-

centric leadership such as the Chair or CEO. Meanwhile, collective identity can be related 

to Friedrich et al. (2009) framework, as a contribution on the emergence of collective 

leadership through their specific knowledge, skills and expertise that facilitates the 

collective leadership process. Furthermore, their development and use of the network 

around them, and their actions to share the leadership role, either explicitly with 

individuals or in a generalized way, with the whole team as mentioned by (Mumford et 

al., 2012). As in this presence study, the term of “collective board leadership behavioral” 

will be used as the component which assumed that will construct and increase the 

emerging of collective leadership among the board members. 

2.5 Collective Board Leadership Behaviour 

In light of Friedrich et al. (2009) framework, this, the collective leadership integrates 

both vertical and collectivistic approaches to leadership and portrays the focal leader as 
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the orchestrator who either explicitly shares the leadership role or creates the environment 

in which individuals may emerge into informal leadership roles. As also noted by Hillman 

et al. (2008) which emphasize that the functions, structures, and context of a board require 

board members to fulfil individual, board, and organizational roles within an organization. 

An individual role describes individual positions such as president or secretary as well 

as the individual tasks related to being a board member (e.g., attending meetings; Doherty 

& Hoye, 2011). Board members are expected to engage with one another in a task which 

make up to their specific roles. These interactions take place in both formal (e.g., through 

subcommittees) and informal (e.g., discussing board matters between board meetings) 

(Doherty et al., 2004).  

The scientific study of leadership has long recognized that a leader's behaviour 

can have profound consequences for collectives such as teams, units, and organizations 

(Kaiser, Hogan, & Craig, 2008). Collective leadership behaviors can also be seen as an 

action taken in facilitating the emergence of collective leadership which can be influenced 

by leader’s characteristics, the performance parameters and climate, the leader and team’s 

network, communication, and Leader-Team Exchange (Friedrich et al., 2009). While 

other study suggested that leader’s personal characteristics may be related to the use of 

collective leadership but not all forms of collective actions are created equal and may 

have different antecedents as well as outcomes for the team (Friedrich et al., 2014) 

Friedrich et al. (2016) further explained that leader’s characteristics such as 

intelligence, experience and personality, will determine how capable they are in building 

the network and communication conditions that facilitate the emergence of collective 

leadership and whether they can recognize the opportunity and advantages of exchanging 

elements of the leadership role with team members. Furthermore, the establishment and 
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utilization of the network is crucial for information flow and comprehension of actor 

interactions, and knowledge inherent in the network can facilitate the distribution of 

leadership roles. Similarly, communication has been seen in this study indicates the way 

leadership role is shared and plays an important role in establishing the trust that facilitate 

the emergence of leader’s ability to distribute the role to others. Meanwhile, Leader-Team 

Exchange demonstrated the different ways in which leaders may share the leadership role 

and the ultimate impact that this may have on performance. An explicit role distribution 

through delegation, or having multiple individuals share leadership task, for example, can 

help in problem solving (Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2006; Pearce & Sims, 2002). 

Thus, according to collective leadership model framework suggested by Friedrich 

et al. (2009) consisted of three dimensions that discussed collective leadership behavioral 

(Networking, Communication and Leadership-Team Exchange) all of which were 

believed to have a significant impact on the emergence of collective leadership among 

team members. Therefore, understanding of how each dimension’s contribution to the 

emergence of collective leadership behavioral among the board members as an approach 

to garner collaborative sport governance, will be the central to this present study. Further 

literature regarding communication, networking, and leadership-team exchange will be 

elaborated in the next session. 

2.5.1 Communication 

As noted previously, board members of associations were hardly to engage in 

collective leadership process was largely due to poor communication. While it was also 

noted in many studies that communication is an essential component to collective 

leadership (Friedrich et al., 2009, 2014; Kramer, 2006; Kramer & Crespy, 2011). 

However, despite how important communication is, there is little research on 
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communication in the context of collective leadership. Although some research has been 

done on leaders' communication styles or rhetoric and how the content of communications 

can be used to influence followers (Awamleh & Gardner, 1999; Bligh & Hess, 2007; 

Bligh, Kohles, & Meindl, 2004), there is a gap in the research on communication among 

individuals in a shared or collective leadership context. As a result, the following 

communication literature will be a mix of generic contexts that will be adapted in this 

presence study to adhere to collective board leadership behavior. 

Sharing ideas to a person who have different ability (to interpret information) and 

perspective is not easy. It even worse cases when dealing with a larger network such as 

in collaborative governance or at the board level, where many different types of leaders 

are present. Thus, the development of a shared understanding across a network requires 

high level communication between entities in the network (Daniels & Walker, 2001). 

Specific communication behaviors such as developing collaboration norms, encouraging 

followers to voice ideas, regular information sharing, and feedback exchange, were key 

to the emergence of collective leadership (Friedrich et al., 2009, 2014; Kramer, 2006; 

Kramer & Crespy, 2011).   

According to the recent studies of O’Boyle, Shilbury & Ferkins (2020), sharing 

information and enhancing transparency through communication to establish trust were 

proven to be crucial components of collective board leadership. These are clearly seen in 

the board member’s collaborative decision-making, which requires effective 

communication to facilitate the decision-making process. 

Furthermore, some study indicates that board members often confused about their 

specific role in the association, which serves as a barrier toward the emergent of collective 

board leadership. Role ambiguity was discovered to be a significant factor influencing 
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board member’s perception towards performance (Doherty & Hoye, 2011). This finding 

is consistent with a prior study by Wright and Millesen (2008) which revealed that lack 

of communication in conveying the task to the members was a decisive factor in role 

ambiguity. They believed it could be decreased through training and feedback. 

In addition, communication process involves in leader-team exchange have been 

proven to improve performance and members of the organization behaviors (Krishnan, 

2005; Wang, Law, Hackett, Wang, & Chen, 2005). Importantly, it is revealed that specific 

leader communication such as goal setting message quality is strongly linked to the 

previous organizational outcomes (Henderson et al., 2006). 

Besides that, many researchers have implicitly and explicitly identified leader 

communication as an important approach in enhancing team’s motivation (Mayfield & 

Mayfield, 2007). For example, verbal language is the primary communication channel for 

consideration and initiating structure, the two main leader dimensions of the Ohio State 

Studies (Robbins, 2003; Yukl, 1989). Thus, a comprehensive form of leader speech noted 

as motivating language (ML) by Sullivan (1988), indicates to improve organizational 

performance outcomes. As various management experts have also recognized leader 

language skills as instrumental for communicating organizational vision and culture 

(Conger, 1991; Fritz, 1999; Goleman, Boyatzis, & McKee, 2001, 2002). Three basic 

linguistic unit derived from ML theories were conceived as the following: 

Table 1. Motivation Language Components (Adapted from Mayfield & Mayfield, 2011) 

Form of Speech Description 

1. “Direction-giving”  (Perlocutionary) 

Language which been used to minimize 

uncertainty and clarify goals and rewards by 

reducing ambiguity. 

E.g : Can be occur in goal setting and management 

by objectives initiatives 
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2. “Empathetic” (Illocutionary) 

Language takes place when leaders show 

compassion and other humanistic feelings to their 

team members. It is used to acknowledge team 

member’s emotion, offer assistance for personal 

concerns and compliment good performance. 

 

3. “Meaning-making” (Locutionary) 

Language which occurred in speech when a leader 

clarifies organizational culture, norms, values, 

rules, and expected behaviors that characterize the 

uniqueness of each organization. It is often 

expressed indirectly, through stories or metaphors 

(Cooke & Rousseau, 1988). Even so, it is a 

powerful form of leader communication, 

especially during organizational assimilation and 

change management (Mayfield & Mayfield, 2002; 

Sullivan, 1988). 

 

 

The distribution of the leadership role at the right time to the right people is highly 

dependent on having a leader that has the skills and competencies to do so. Collectivistic 

leadership is a cognitively demanding activity, likely requiring intelligence, creativity, 

expertise and the ability to understand the perspectives of others, in order to effectively 

read the social network around them (Mumford et al., 2012). Additionally, in order to 

effectively distribute the leadership role based on expertise, the leader and team must 

have a well-developed network. A well-developed network means that, not only are the 

members connected, but they are familiar with one another’s available expertise and 

consistently engage in information gathering within the network (Mumford et al., 2012).  

In relation for the network to work effectively, it is crucial for the presence of established 

communication norm such as giving directions, building relationships through empathy, 

and gathering — feedback.  

Meanwhile, it was proven that high communication practiced by Australian 

Netball Association served as the strong enablers to facilitate the adoption of 

collaboration governance network (O’boyle & Shillbury, 2018). High level 

communication has been evaluated existed through phone calls which being placed 
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between state sport association, multiple strategic national conferences and informal 

regular dialogue between board members and staff throughout the entire network. This 

has been practiced by the association as a procedure to ensure national framework feed 

into each state’s objectives or what Emerson et. al. (2012) described as “principled 

engagement”. 

How communication is being managed by the leaders, will be critical to the 

collaboration governance to occur. In conclusion, based on relevant areas, this present 

study will adapt and categorized communication as following: 

Table 2. Communication Classification (Adapter from Friedrich et al., 2009) 

Communication Classification Description 

1. Bi-directional communication 

Communication that involves an exchange 

between two parties. 

(e.g: Consultation, feedback exchange, 

information sharing) 

 

2. Uni-directional communication 

Communication directed from one person to 

another. 

(e.g: Direction-giving language, empathetic 

language, meaning-making language) 

 

3. Logistical elements of  

communication   

How communication been carried out. 

(e.g: Mode of communication, communication 

norms) 

 

2.5.2 Network Development 

 In the emergence of collective leadership, both the team's network and the leader's 

individual network play a critical role. Klein, Ziegert, Knight, and Xiao (2006) found that 

network awareness, or leaders and team members' understanding of the linkages and 

accessible knowledge in their networks, was linked to collective enactment of the 

leadership role and, ultimately, team performance. While many studies have looked at 

how leadership is shared and distributed (e.g., Mehra et al., 2006) or how a person's 

position in a network is related to their leadership emergence or effectiveness (e.g., 
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Balkundi & Harrison, 2006; Hoppe & Reinelt, 2010; Sparrowe & Liden, 2005), also some 

studies have examined how a focal leader interprets the network to decide whether or not 

sharing leadership is the right approach. 

Friedrich et. al. (2009) stated that understanding how leaders interpret and interact 

with their networks, as well as how structural elements of the leader's network influence 

these processes, is crucial to understanding how the leadership position may be spread 

through the selective use of expertise within a network. The role that a leader's network 

plays in collective leadership is linked to crucial leader capacities. It is also argued in this 

study that the team network is conceptually distinct from the leader’s network because 

the team’s network has a different relationship to other to the other elements of collective 

leadership. Specifically, information collection, knowledge of other members' networks, 

familiarity, and exposure to the network are the content and interactional aspects of team 

networks that are relevant to collective leadership. Although both influences, and are 

influenced by, communication, the team's network is more directly related to affective 

climate and team performance capabilities, an outcome of collective leadership. 

While in the study of Balkundi and Harrison (2006) found that dense team 

networks were linked to improved commitment and better performance which are the 

team outcome and performance parameter, respectively proposed in the collective 

leadership process. Furthermore, it appears that group networks that allow information 

flow were favourably associated to future performance, as was the team's centrality 

among other teams. In the context of collective leadership, both of these skills constitute 

performance capabilities.  
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Additionally, there are also team structure aspects that are more directly related to 

the selective utilization of expertise. Members having a respected position with the leader 

and a central leader inside an advice network are more likely to have influence within the 

network, as Sparrowe and Liden (2005) discovered in their study on LMX and social 

networks. As a result, not only team members' connections and the leader's personal 

network intertwined, but the networks may also influence how and to whom the leader 

distributes the leadership position. 

The Friedrich et al. (2014) study on George Marshall's collective leadership 

included aspects of the original framework's "leader network" and "team network" 

dimensions, as well as an overall "developed network" dimension, which involves the 

leader and team's network being well connected, and members interacting and building 

relationships.  It was discovered that an established network was positively related to 

collective leadership actions which facilitate collective leadership in both direct and 

indirect ways. A well-developed network can lead to a greater knowledge of the team's 

available expertise and talents, allowing the leadership role to be shared more easily. 

Furthermore, the relationships can establish an environment of trust and familiarity, 

which develops not only communication but also support for people who are given the 

leadership role, facilitating collective leadership indirectly.  

Besides Yammarino et. al. (2014) which also used Friedrich et al. (2009) 

frameworks to develop collective leadership measurement for the U.S Army found that 

collective leadership is multi-level (emergent and cross-level) in nature, team-and 

network based, built on a general leadership foundation, and has communication as a core 

element. Individual leaders, various types of teams, and other higher-level units of 
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analysis (i.e., various collectives) may be involved, as well as informal networks of 

leaders and teams that may or may not overlap with more formal units and levels of 

analysis. 

As for this presence studies, leader network and team network context will be use 

as network development dimension as approached by Friedrich et al. (2016). The study 

has explored the network development behaviors which tested in teams that are less 

connected, less embedded, larger and it was proposed to be used more for the relationship-

focused problem than the task-focused problem. It was found that the network 

development behaviors will be used more in the strategic change scenario than the 

innovation scenario will be used more for the relationship-focused problem than the task-

focused problem. 

2.5.3 Leadership-Team Exchange 

Leader-team exchange is the exchange relationship between the leader and team, 

including behaviors that result in the exchange. These constructs are commonly thought 

to be necessary for shared, dispersed, or collective leadership involving the leader and his 

or her team. Communication is a basic construct of collective leadership which may 

influence and persuade the exchange nature (Yammarino et. al., 2014). While according 

to Friedrich et al. (2009) studies argued that the characteristic of relational leader–team 

exchanges will have both direct and indirect effects on team processes and outcomes, as 

well as modulate the relationship between logistical exchanges and outcomes. As a result, 

these outcomes may have an impact on the team's cohesion, coordination, and trust, as 

well as other team processes that are critical for collective leadership to emerge. 
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Beside from the logistics of dividing the leadership role, another logistical aspect 

of leader–team exchange is the function of consultation (Yukl & Fu, 1999), as well as the 

implementation and revision of solutions (Mumford, Friedrich, Caughron, & Byrne, 

2007). These features are a subtler use of others' expertise than just delegating 

responsibilities. However, they are still direct actions that constitute an exchange between 

leaders and the team. Research by Yukl and Fu (1999) indicates that consultation is 

related to problem clarification and monitoring of problems which are team processes 

critical to solution success (Mumford, Bedell-Avers, et al., 2007). However, of particular 

interest with regard to collective leadership, they found that leaders' consultation with 

their subordinates was positively related to their followers' competence, goal congruence, 

and job level, which suggests that leaders selectively utilize, or consult with, individuals 

that have a shared understanding of the situation, and who possesses the requisite 

competence and job experience to participate in the leadership process. 

According to the result of studies by Yukl (2009), the relationship between leaders 

and followers were on going, mutual “test” in which they built trust of one and another. 

As may be expected, research indicates that individuals that develop a trusting or “high 

LMX” relationship with the leader are likely to be given more responsibility (Graen 

&Uhl-Bien, 1995). Thus, it is anticipated that at the team level, the development of 

interpersonal exchange relationships that lead to mutual trust between the leader and the 

team members will be related to logistical exchange relationships. Along these lines, 

research by Boies and Howell (2006) indicates that the mean level of LMX within a team 

is positively related to team potency, or a team's capacity for success. Thus, as a team's 

aggregate relationship with a leader increase, the more likely the team is to take on 

distributed responsibility. 
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According to Friedrich et al. (2009) framework, argued that prediction is based 

on the entire team, the leader is most likely creating distinct levels of interpersonal 

exchange relationships with his or her followers. This factor has significant ramifications 

for team interactions and processes, which may have an impact on collective leadership. 

Specifically, studies by Boies and Howell (2006) and Hooper and Martin (2008) both 

indicate that when team members perceive differences in relationships among team 

members, it can result in negative team outcomes such as team conflict, and decreased 

satisfaction and decreased well-being. In turn, these outcomes may impact the team's 

cohesion, coordination and trust, among other team process, which are important for the 

emergence of collective leadership.  

As adapting the understanding of Leader-Team Exchange by Friedrich et al. (2016) 

on features of the collective leadership model, which includes the explicit distribution of 

the leadership role to others, both to specific individuals (e.g., delegation) or in a more 

generalized way (e.g., empowerment). Besides, it shows the various ways in which 

leaders might share the leadership position and the resulting impact on performance. For 

example, having multiple employees share leadership responsibilities or explicitly 

distributing the position through delegation might help with problem solving (Carmeli & 

Schaubroeck, 2006; Pearce & Sims, 2002). In terms of problem scenario and focus, 

Leader–Team Exchange was shown to be used more in the innovation scenario and task-

focused difficulties. When problems are complicated and cannot be handled by a single 

person (Wang et al., 2014), as is often the case with creative activities, data suggests that 

incorporating others in the leadership process is more advantageous. Diverse viewpoints 

are also beneficial to innovation tasks, therefore leaders may be more inclined to call on 

certain individuals with specific skills rather than the entire team. 
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Leader–Team Exchange may be used more in task-focused problems than relationship-

focused problems due to the greater ease in defining specific elements of the problem to 

solve and that those tasks can be allocated to those with the relevant expertise.  
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Chapter 3. Method 

 This chapter discussed over the methodological considerations which are adopted 

for this study. This research focuses on the perceptions and issues to emerge in collective 

board leadership among the board members in Malaysian rugby association. It is 

thoroughly investigated, with a particular emphasis on leader’s behavior in 

communication, network development and leader-team exchange. In this study, the 

researcher used qualitative method which included a semi-structured interview approach. 

3.1 Qualitative study 

 The advantage of using a qualitative method in research, is that the method 

analyzes broader perspective of the information which could not be done by quantitative 

method (Collingridge & Gantt, 2008). A qualitative method more appropriate for 

achieving the aim of this study as it will explores the human’s life experience. The method 

able to provide in-dept explanation on the specific area, assess the complexity of the 

problems, provides better direction of the context-based on freedom to ask follow-up 

questions which produce more valid explanations to support the assumption and take an 

integrative approach to justify the root of the specific problem (Creswell, 2013). 

 Besides that, qualitative methods allow broader study from the foundation to the 

complex transition of each phase. Moreover, the method more appropriate because it 

allows for unfettered exploration in order to gain the answer on the complex social 

question that can be translated from problem-solving (Glesne, 2006). Additionally, with 

this method, it allows people’s point of view to be presented without any pre-arrangement 

of the respondent’s thoughts and feelings (Guest, Namey, & Mitchell, 2013)  
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 Furthermore, qualitative research approach emphasized on human behavior and 

social interaction. Similarly noted by Ohman (2005), it is relevant to individual’s 

experiences which expressed in thoughts, ideas, feelings, attitudes, and perceptions. This 

helps the research in achieving consistency and not just the quantity of the phenomenon. 

As a result, based on the basic characteristics of qualitative research methodologies that 

has been described, together with examples and implementations, allowed the researcher 

to assess responses with greater flexibility. In contrast to closed-ended question that 

require a yes or no response, qualitative research allows the researcher to pursue with 

further research or questions later. Lastly, qualitative methodologies allowed researchers 

to explore undiscovered variables and gain further understanding of the topic area (Brown, 

et al., 2015). 

3.1.1 Conceptual framework of the study 
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3.2 Sampling 

As mentioned previously, the term ‘leader’ will be referred to an individual who 

has served and held a designated position in the board of Malaysia Rugby and state rugby 

association in Malaysia. Thus, to ensure the objective of this study is achieved, the 

characteristic and criteria for selecting the respondent has been specified (as in table 3) 

and aligned with the target group (Van Manen, 2015) as in effort to “emphasize the role 

of actor’s beliefs in the understanding of a given situation” (Grix, 2010, p. 459). 

Table 3. Characteristic of Research Participants 

Criteria Description 

Level of organization  National and State 

Sports  Rugby 

Position in board  Board of directors’ position 

Duration of serving  More than 1 year 

Gender  Male and female 

A minimum of one board members from each NSA and SSA were interviewed. 

The selection of SSAs represented a geographical spread across Malaysia which divided 

into north, east, south, west and central regions. All associations involved in the study 

had board of directors and were partially financial supported by the sport ministry, state 

government, and some of them were sponsored by the private companies. All 

interviewees had been on their respective boards for a minimum of one year. As not all 

association had a female board of directors, thus this study tried to include female 

participants from associations which had female’s board directors. Therefore, this study 

has been conducted with a mixture of male and female participants. The rugby network 

in Malaysia is a medium sized sporting network consisting of fifteen state’s association 

and three uniformed unit members (Malaysia Rugby, 2020). 
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3.3 Instrument 

The interview questions include a semi-structured interview (SSI) which been 

applied as part of the data collection process from the participants. This approach is 

commonly used in qualitative research and used in this study to collect data. It is also 

known as a famous method which provides versatile and flexibility to the researcher to 

improvise the questions as well as it able to be done independently or in a group setting 

(DiCico-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). Besides that, this approach allows the respondent and 

the researcher to interact with each other during the interview process. Lastly, SSI is not 

a highly structured questionnaire, but it is also not considered as a casual conversation 

too. 

 SSI allow researcher to control the sequence of the questions and the respondent 

had the opportunity to expand and express their ideas in-dept detail rather than depending 

solely on concepts and questions specified in advance of the interview (Galletta, 2012). 

Checking the questions gives the researcher the opportunity to get deeper into the answer, 

as participants may need to clarify about certain questions in some situations (Guest, 

Namey, & Mitchell, 2013). According to Kallio, Pietila, Johnson, and Kangasniemi 

(2016), SSI consists of five steps that need to be applied in regard which are identifying 

the prerequisites for using SSI, retrieving and using previous knowledge, formulating the 

preliminary SSI guide, getting the questions validated (ex. pilot testing the guide) and 

presenting the complete SSI guide. 

 SSI has been adopted for this research because it gives the flexibility to include 

the combination of closed and open-ended questions, that frequently accompanied by 

follow-up (why or how) questions, and it is best suited for use in social science research. 
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Furthermore, the SSI method required extensive reconnaissance prior to design a large-

scale survey, configuring a focus group agenda, or developing an overall research strategy, 

and was well-suited to a range of useful tasks, particularly when more than a few of the 

open-ended questions entail follow-up questions (Adams, 2015). 

 During unstructured interview, the researcher may begin with a question and then 

actively listen to the respondent as he or she speaks freely, but in a SSI, the researcher 

follows a checklist of issues and questions that the researcher desires to cover during the 

session (Bryman & Bell, 2007). Another rationale of using the SSI style is to provide the 

opportunity for the respondents to freely express their own opinions. Apart from that, the 

questions conveyed may differ from one interview to the next, as well as the sequence in 

which it been asked. Interviews consist of a series of unstructured, often open-ended 

questions which been designed to elicit the participants' thoughts and ideas (Creswell, 

2009). Lastly, the interview conducted in two languages between English and Malay or 

the mixture of both languages, depending on respondent’s comfortability.  

 Each interview began with an introduction explaining the purpose and the rational 

behind the study, the interview process, and the assurances of confidentiality. Participants 

was informed that, there were no right or wrong answers. The questions, therefore, 

encouraged participants to describe their experiences as a board member in sport 

organization which also recognized as a leader in this study. Hence, the experiences 

demanded are solely based on the topic of this study, which is collective board leadership 

and collaboration sport governance in various context (i.e., role, strategic planning, 

decision-making, information sharing, consultation and etc.) 
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 The interview questions have been developed through the past literature review 

of several studies. It will be divided into 7 Parts and labeled with sections A-G that aligned 

with the research questions and objectives of this study. The interview questions 

translated into Malay language by the researcher as a support for interview that conducted 

in Malay.  

Table 4. Interview Questions Guide 

A. General Introduction and Informed Consent 

 

Good morning/afternoon/evening. Thank you for voluntarily to join the discussion for today. My name 

is Liyana and I will be the one who will be conducting this session. Before we start, I would like to ask 

your kind cooperation to complete the consent form which already been sent to you through the email. 

 

B. Background 

 

The purpose of today’s discussion is to get information regarding your experience as the (mention the 

state) rugby association’s board member regarding collective board leadership and the impact of 

practicing communication, network development, and leader-team exchange behavior among the 

leaders. For your information, there is no right or wrong answers for this interview. Feel free to express 

your opinion at your own comfortability. 

 

C. Opening Questions (Participant background/ Sociodemographic) 

 

Number Questions Sources 

 

1. 

 

Let’s begin and would you tell us your name and give a short 

description of your background: 

- Age, position, length of time serving the organization 

- Can you describe the achievement of your organization 

as a sport bodies in Malaysia? 

- How do you feel about the current performance of the 

organization in term of sport management and sport 

governance? 

 

 

Vickers (2018) 

D. Perceptions of leaders to adapt with collective board leadership style and collaborative governance 

 

2. 

Could you describe your perspective on adapting collective board 

leadership towards achieving collaborative sport governance? 

- Name and describe the organization’s relationship with 

external stakeholders? 

- What is your organization’s commitment towards the 

stakeholders? 

- How did the organization maintain the relationship with 

stakeholders? 

- How did the organization’s vision align with 

stakeholders? 

- What are some of the major reasons behind this issues? 

 

Ansell & Gash 

(2017); 

Shilbury, O’Boyle 

& Ferkins (2020) 
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- Do you think collective board leadership is important to 

achieve collaborative sport governance? 

 

E. Investigating the collective leadership behavior practices among the board members in the 

organization 

 

3. 

Could you describe type of behaviors that board members engage 

in which contributed into collective leadership practices? 

- How leaders solve problems in the organization? 

- How leaders exchange knowledge and information? 

- How leaders contributed to the organization’s mission, 

vision, and strategy? 

- How leaders contributed to achieve the organization’s 

goal? 

- How leaders encourage interaction and fosters 

connection with other stakeholders? 

 

 

Friedrich et al.  

(2009, 2016) 

 

F. Exploring communication behavior among leaders 

 

4. 

What is the form or tools of communication you are using to 

deliver/receive information regarding the association to/from 

another parties?  

- External stakeholders?  

- Internal stakeholders? (e.g : other board members, staffs) 

 

 

 

Friedrich et al.  

(2016) 

 

G. Understanding Network Development behavior among the leaders 

 

5. 

What is the form or tools you are using to develop network with 

another parties? 

- External stakeholders?  

- Internal stakeholders? (e.g : other board members, staffs) 

 

 

Friedrich et al.  

(2016) 

 

H. Understanding Leader-Team Exchange behavior among the leader 

 

6. 

What is the form or tools you are using to exchange leadership 

roles with another leaders? 

- External stakeholders?  

- Internal stakeholders? (e.g : other board members, staffs) 

 

 

 

Friedrich et al.  

(2016) 

 

I. Exploring the barriers occurred in practicing communication, network development, and 

leader-team exchange behavior among the leaders 
 

 How did u perceived communication, network development, and 

leader-team exchange behavior as a barrier in adapting to 

collective board leadership 

- What stops board members from practicing effective 

communication, network development, and leader-team 

exchange behavior? 

- What issues have arisen when you don’t use 

communication, network development, and leader-team 

exchange behavior effectively? 

 

 

Friedrich et al.  

(2016) 

 

J. Exploring the advantages occurred by practicing communication, network development, and 

leader-team exchange behavior among the leaders 
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 What kind of benefits have you experienced by practicing 

communication, network development, and leader-team exchange 

behavior among the leaders? 

- What form/tools that you’re using in your organization 

to conduct effective communication, network 

development and leader-team exchange behavior? 

- What is the outcome of effective communication, 

network development and leader-team exchange 

behavior? 

 

 

Friedrich et al.  

(2016) 

 

 

3.3.1 Ethical issues of interviewing 

 As part of the ethical conduct for this study, research participants were informed 

about the overall purpose of the investigation and the design’s main features, as well as 

any potential risks and benefits from involvement in the research project. Informed 

consent was given to them in order to clarify their voluntary participation and reminding 

them of their right to withdraw from the research at any time. At the beginning of the 

interviewed session, participants have been explained about the objective of the research 

and the research project procedures through verbal (briefing and debriefing) and written 

manner. This also included confidentiality of the information and who had access to the 

interview or other material, the right of the researcher to publish the entire interview or 

parts thereof, and the possible access by the participant to the transcription and qualitative 

data analysis (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015). 

 In addition, participants have been informed about the consent recording of the 

interview session, as well as their ability to stop the recording at any moment, as noted 

by Adams (2015). Nevertheless, if the participant is not agreeing to the voice recording, 

the researcher is able to switch to notes taking through the use of, legal pads, electronic 
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tablets, laptop computers, or smaller notebook computers as part of the alteration that 

possibly been made. 

 Research study confidentiality applies to agreements with participants about what 

could be done with the data that result from their participation. Most often this means that 

there is no release of private date identifying the participants. This is aligned with the 

recommendation by Brinkmann & Kvale (2015) outlined that it should be made clear 

before the interviewing who will later have access to the interviews or the responses from 

them.  

3.4 Recruitment procedure 

 The recruitment procedure for this study had begun by contacting Malaysia Rugby 

to obtain permission to perform this study as well as to seek contact details of all state 

rugby associations in Malaysia.  An email regarding the study has been sent to all state 

rugby associations that have been identified after all the details and permission has been 

obtained. 

 Following the feedback from the associations, the associations may determine 

whether to include any board members who are able to participate in this study. The 

selected candidate met the criteria of research participants as stated in Table 5. Then, the 

time and date for the interviewed session were set according to their convenient time. Due 

to distance barrier and Covid-19 pandemic restriction, interview session was conducted 

via Zoom Meeting (online video platform). Purposive sampling was used to pick the 

respondents that best match the study’s characteristics. According to Patton (2014), the 

technique is commonly used in qualitative research studies to classify and select 
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appropriate candidates for recruitment, and it is most successful when resources are 

limited. 

 Individuals or groups of individuals that are particularly competent about or 

familiar with the phenomenon of interest will be identify and select through this technique. 

Furthermore, respondent’s availability and willingness to participate and the ability to 

communicate experiences and opinions in articulate, expressive and reflective manner 

were also important (Bernard, 2006), 

3.5 Data analysis 

 The descriptive statistic is being used to analyze the sociodemographic 

information using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences software (SPSS) to 

generate the mean, averages and frequencies. Following that, in order to interpret the data 

obtained from the interviews, a thematic analysis approach applied, and Nvivo statistical 

software used to evaluate the generated theme.  

The aim of thematic analysis is to identify significant and/or interesting 

themes/patterns in the data and use these themes to resolve the problem of the research. 

Braun and Clarke (2006) stated that thematic analysis is widely used in qualitative 

research methods. A six-step guide has been provided and very crucial to be used for this 

type of research. The step is outlined as in table 5 below:  

Table 5. Guideline for thematic analysis 

Steps Details 

Step 1 

(Familiarization of data) 

The process of transcribing data, reading, and re-reading the data, 

noting down initial ideas. 

 

Step 2 

(General initial coding) 

Coding interesting features of the data in a systematic fashion across 

the entire data set, collecting data relevant to each code. 
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Step 3 

(Identifying themes) 

Organizing codes into potential themes, gathering all data relevant to 

each potential theme. 

 

Step 4 

(Reviewing themes) 

Checking if the themes work in relation to the coded extracts (Level 

1) and the entire data set (Level 2), Generating a thematic ‘map’ of 

the analysis. 

 

Step 5 

(Defining themes) 

Ongoing analysis to refine the specifics of each theme, and the 

overall story the analysis tells, generating clear definitions and 

names for each theme. 

 

Step 6 

(Finalizing with write-up) 

The final opportunity for analysis. Selection of vivid, compelling 

extract examples, the final analysis of selected extracts, relating back 

of the analysis to the research question and literature, producing a 

scholarly report of the analysis. 

 

 

The researcher performed thematic analysis to define themes through regular 

analyses of both transcripts and data field notes, which reviewed by the advisor. The 

thematic analysis involved examining, categorizing, tabulating, and recombining the 

evidence obtain from the study. Two independent researchers used open coding to create 

the first codebook, which included code names, definitions, and examples. 

 The analysis applied to process the data which collected through the interviews. 

While interview recording transcribed and reviewed for accuracy and it transferred into 

thematic sheet which developed by researcher. Repetition of certain themes expected 

during the interview process. 

 All answer and responses from the respondent based on the interview transcribed. 

For any additional information needed for the study purpose, the respondent contacted 

via emails, calls or Whatsapp application (free mobile chatting service). 

3.5.1 Trustworthiness of data 

 As to increase the accuracy level of the result for the qualitative research 

approaches, researcher received guidance from the advisor who is an expert in this 
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research study. Anney (2014) recommended that qualitative researchers to follow 

trustworthiness requirements and techniques as below to improve the integrity of 

qualitative research: 

1. Triangulation of data – Data obtained from a number of sources, including 

interviews and observations of participants’ emotions during the interview. 

This technique helps the researcher in minimizing bias and evaluating the 

accuracy of the participants’ responses. 

2. All information served as a checklist throughout the analysis process and 

double-checked by other postgraduate students. Since the interview recorded, 

the recording of the dialogue double-checked to ensure that no researcher bias 

is present when reviewing and interpreting the data. However, the participants' 

personal information is kept private and confidential. 

3. Peer review applied as discussion regarding the research process and findings 

with neutral colleagues (e.g; doctoral students) who are either using the same 

method of research or have expertise in qualitative research included. 
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Chapter 4. Findings 

4.1 Overview 

 This chapter presenting the answers to the two research questions of this study. 

The data analysis has indicated multiple themes that been coded to answer the research 

question and the codes were generated based on the response of the participants as 

shown in the table below:  

Table 6. Developed Themes 

Research Questions Themes Sub-themes 

RQ1: What is the perception for 

leaders in Malaysian rugby 

associations to adapt collective 

board leadership behaviors 

towards achieving collaborative 

sport governance? 

 

 Roles & 

Responsibilities 

 Empowerment & 

Delegation 

 Decision making 

 Leader’s ability 

 Commitment 

 

 

 

 Goals, Mission & 

Vision 

 

 

 Cooperation 

 Mutual agreement 

 Connection & 

Networking 

 Communication 

RQ2: What are the collective 

leadership behavior practiced 

among the leaders in Malaysian 

rugby associations? 

 Communication 

 Consultation 

 Reporting/Feedback 

 Mode of 

communication 

 

 Network development 

 Communication 

 Gathering 

 Involvement in 

association’s 

activities/program 

 Leader-team exchange 

 Delegation 

 Indirective information 

 Leader’s experience 

 Leader’s 

character/personality 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenges 

 

 

 Hidden agenda 

 Commitment 

 Incompatible leaders 

 Inefficacious of job 

responsibilities 
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RQ3:  What are the challenges 

and opportunities perceive by 

the leaders in adapting 

collective board leadership 

behavioral? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Benefits 

 

 Ability to influence and 

develop good personal 

attribute  

 Creating wider 

perspective through 

wider networking 

 Creating an open 

culture 

 Positive organizational 

outcome 

 

Table 7. Demographic of the research participants 

Participant 

Code 

Gender Age 

(Years old) 

Term served as 

board member 

(Years) 

Level of 

organization 

Regional 

PA Male 37 5 State South 

PB  Male 49 2 State East 

PC  Male 52 5 State Central 

PD  Female 41 2 National Central 

PE  Male 53 8 State North 

PF Female 42 2 State East 

PG  Male 38 3 National Central 

PF Male 42 4 State North 

 

Table 8. Contribution of the codes by the research participants 

 

Code 

Malaysia 

PA PB PC PD PE PF PG PH 

RQ 1: What is the perception for leaders in Malaysian rugby associations to adapt collective board 

leadership behaviors towards achieving collaborative sport governance? 

 

Roles & 

Responsibilities 

 

x x x x x x x x 

Goals, Mission & 

Vision 

 

x x x x x x x x 

RQ2: What are the collective leadership behavior practiced among the leaders in Malaysian rugby 

associations? 

(Identifying the form/tools using by the leader which associated with CBL behavior) 

 

Communication         

Consultation x x x x x x x x 

Feedback x x   x    
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Mode of 

communication 

x x x x x x x x 

Networking         

Communication x x x  x x x x 

Gathering x   x   x  

Involvement  x x  x x    

Leader-team 

exchange 

        

Delegation x     x   

Indirective 

information 

 x x x    x 

Motivation  x       

Leader’s experience x        

Leader’s 

character/personality 

x        

RQ3:  What are the challenges and opportunities perceive by the leaders in adapting collective board 

leadership behavioral? 

 

Challenges 

 

Hidden agenda x x x    x  

Commitment  x  x  x x x 

Incompatible leaders x x  x x x x x 

Inefficacious of job 

responsibilities 

 x x x   x  

Benefits 

Ability to influence 

and develop good 

personal attribute 

x x  x     

Creating wider 

perspective through 

wider networking 

x x x  x   x 

Creating an open 

culture 

 x x      

Positive 

organizational 

outcome 

x x x x x x x x 
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4.2 Exploring the perspective of leaders on collective board leadership 

 

 

RQ1: What is the perception 

for leaders in Malaysian 

rugby associations to adapt 

collective board leadership 

behaviors towards achieving 

collaborative sport 

governance? 

 

 

 

 Roles & 

Responsibilities 

 Empowerment & 

Delegation 

 Decision making 

 Leader’s ability 

 Commitment 

 

 

 

 Goals, Mission & 

Vision 

 

 

 Cooperation 

 Mutual agreement 

 Connection & 

Networking 

 Communication 

 

4.2.1 Understanding the roles and responsibilities 

 

 

Roles & Responsibilities 

 Empowerment & 

Delegation 

 Decision making 

 Leader’s ability 

 Commitment 

 

 

The first sub-theme that emerge in exploring the perspective of leaders in 

Malaysian rugby associations is to understand the roles and responsibilities of the leaders 

to adapt with CBL behavior. According to the analysis, all participants mentioned that it 

is crucial for a leader to understand the roles and responsibilities to achieve the CBL 

process in the association. Every association will have board members with varying levels 

of knowledge, skills and experience who will collaborate to achieve the organization's 

objectives based on their respective portfolios. 

Alright, we have created a few portfolios for the board members. As a 

part of collective leadership, all of these portfolios are being run by 

various executive committees, with their own experience. So, with all 

the various experience and background, that's how we can sit down, and 

I work together to achieve the goals for our association.  (PC) 
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Another participant strongly agrees, emphasizing the importance of understanding 

the leader's roles and responsibilities in establish collaborative sport governance. 

I understand that collective board leadership is beneficial in terms of 

collaborating with stakeholders and so on, but at the end of the day it 

will be useless if the directors do not have a clear understanding of their 

role in the association. (PG) 

 

Along with it, one of the components of role and responsibilities that is closely 

tied to CBL process is empowerment and delegating. Additionally, monitoring is also one 

of the vital elements associate to empowerment and delegating. The participant said that: 

In our association’s structure, we can say that the empowerment came 

from our president himself. As initially, we knew that our president took 

this position as a social works. So, we are aware that how pack his 

schedule is with other works. Therefore, my task is to monitor 

everything to work smoothly. Which means I can enter any of all 

department which have issues on going. Thus, he is not giving his 

power to myself, but he was delegating his task to people. (PA) 

 

Apart of it, decision making is also very important components in understanding 

the roles and responsibility of the leaders in the association.  

The whole purpose is to include inclusivity, yeah. So that not one 

person is has that authority to make a decision, so it becomes a 

collective decision. (PB) 

 

However, participant D shared some point, stating that working collaboratively 

with so many leaders may have disadvantages. The participant said:  

Yes, it is important. However, I believe that when there are too many 

people, it will give some problematic. When there are too many leaders, 

we will have a variety of decisions to choose in between, or the 

organization may be split into two or three groups. As a result, it could 

be one of the negative sides. (PD) 
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In addition, the ability of the leader is critical to the accomplishment of the roles 

and responsibilities as mentioned by the participants: 

So normally the problems that arise are always financial. You know, even 

the budget is not sustainable. How are you going to work within the 

amount you have by stretching that dollar? It may be a very small scale 

and then you may not achieve your 3P’s.It has to be a professional where 

there is a department that source out money, or whether it's coming from 

government agencies or from corporate agencies. Yeah, actually there's 

a lot of ways to generate it. So, whether your committee has the ability 

to be shifting out of the box. That would be dependent on the leaders that 

you choose to run the organization.  (PB) 

 

Finally, commitment from leaders toward their roles and responsibility is very 

crucial in adapting CBL. Leaders may be sufficiently competent, but CBL is difficult to 

achieve if they are unable to spend time and effort to fulfilling their responsibilities. This 

has clearly been stated by participant: 

Let's say, certain portfolios, if they are not working at full time, they 

may not be able to commit their time. Planning or even executing plans 

due to their work commitments, yeah. And most of the trends in 

Malaysia. Most of them are all volunteers rather than professionals or 

semi-professionals. So, they don't get paid. So, if you were to put 

yourself in a position that you have to choose what we should work to 

do first, obviously you will prioritize work that pays you money rather 

than volunteer. (PB) 

 

Meanwhile, since most leaders voluntarily serve in the association, commitment 

of the leaders can be seen as strongly associated to their passion to accomplish their 

responsibilities. They are not being paid or rewarded to work in the associations, thus 

passion could be one of the reasons that motivates them to stay committed. Participant C 

expressed his concern as follows:  

We acknowledge the fact that whatever that we are doing is not a paid 

job. So, the most important thing about this is the passion. If you don't 
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have the passion, then it's going to be difficult.  So that is how we put 

in certain ground rules.  (PC) 

 

 

4.2.2 Setting a goal, mission, and vision to achieve CBL  

 

 

Goals, Mission & Vision 

 Cooperation 

 Mutual agreement 

 Connection & Networking 

 Communication  

 

 The second sub-theme that comes from evaluating the viewpoints of participants 

is that having a goals, missions, and visions setting may ease the adaptation of CBL 

process among the leaders. Without having those three elements in mind, the leader may 

not be able to fulfil their roles and responsibilities. Participant E stated that: 

Firstly, from the vision mission, the organization itself. So, for KRU, 

he has a mission, a vision and he has leadership by example. That is, 

each member knows what a mission is and what a vision is. When each 

member understands the mission and goal, they adopt a new mindset, 

which is: First and foremost, mentality refers to how one acts in the 

sector of this NGO, which is lilahitallah. To put it another way, we need 

a mindset of effort, courage, commitment, initiative, and credibility to 

complete the work. To fulfill that objective and vision, you must have 

a flexible mindset and an optimistic outlook. How can we expect to 

establish collective leadership if we remain alone in the meeting and 

keep saying no to everything? We must examine our mentality. Effort 

put into doing calculations during a discussion.  (PE) 

 

Meanwhile, participant B noted that in order to achieve goals, mission and vision 

requires the cooperation from all leaders in the associations. 

So, every portfolio that we have here must be work together towards 

the main strategy of the union, So, as a collective board leader, if you 

don't get everyone on board with your strategic planning, then that's 

where the failure of collective board leadership is. Because everyone is 

unanswerable, and you know you have the portfolio to achieve. (PB) 
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Sport associations generally involve many stakeholders, resulting in a complex 

structure in sport governance. At the same time, each stakeholder has a distinct objective 

when it comes to creating relationships with sports associations. However, many 

participants agreed that collaboration was not difficult to achieve once initial mutual 

agreement could be reached. The participant said that:  

We need to know exactly what we want from them and what they expect 

from us, as well as what kind of collaboration we require. As a result, 

we may expect the same level of collaboration if any of us asks for help. 

All agreements reached in the meeting must be implemented 

immediately rather than being taken just verbally. Only then both 

parties can be satisfied. With this manner, we may be able to establish 

positive relationships with stakeholders. (PD) 

 

Working toward the association's goals, mission, and vision has never been easy 

for any organization because it entails numerous factors. As a result, as indicated by the 

participant, establishing a connection, or working closely with the stakeholders can 

always help the association in multiple ways: 

Ok, this normally needed when there is an issue, and we want to resolve 

the issues. Then only, there will be involvement of the person that we 

have connection within our networking. (PA) 

 

Similarly, participant continues stated that:  

Our president now is a mayor of the Johor Bahru. While our secretary 

is one of the YDP at one of the districts in Johor. That’s mean, when 

most of them were among the highest designated person in the 

government, they were actually very helpful especially in terms of 

providing facilities for our associations to be used for so many activities. 

But it must me someone who really have strong designation in the 

government. Because this thing actually can help to smooth the 

management process of an associations. (PA)   
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Finally, to fulfill the association's goals, mission, and vision, the majority of 

participants emphasized the importance of communicating the goals, mission, and vision 

to everyone involved in the CBL process. In order for the process to be smooth and 

mutually beneficial, everyone involved within the associations must be aware of it. 

Participant said that: 

I think it's very important that you set a goal and then how do you sell 

that goal towards your stakeholders? So that's really what you need to 

communicate or deliver it to them…Okay, there may be times that you 

have to insert authority to basically sell it. Yeah, but there may be times 

that you need to get authority to get everyone to buy it. What happens 

if someone doesn't buy into the idea? Yeah, so the challenge if he 

doesn't buy it, then they're not going to be active.  (PB) 

 

4.3 Identifying the form/tools using by the leader which associated with CBL 

behavior 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RQ2: What are the collective 

leadership behavior practiced 

among the leaders in Malaysian 

rugby associations? 

 

 

 

Communication 

 

 

 Consultation 

 Reporting/Feedback 

 Mode of 

communication 

 

 

 

Network development 

 Communication 

 Gathering 

 Involvement in 

association’s activities 

 

 

 

Leader-team exchange 

 Delegation 

 Indirective information 

 Motivation 

 Leader’s experience 

 Leader’s 

character/personality 

 

 

To understand better the way of leaders in the association perform CBL behavior, 

participants were asked to describe the form or tools they used as a collective leader in 

the association. As stated in the literature review, the leader’s main behavior in adapting 
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collective leadership among the board members in the association is divided into three 

subthemes: communication, network development and leader-team exchange. Thus, this 

section described the approach and tools used by the leaders in the association to address 

CBL behavior. 

4.3.1 Communication 

 

 

Communication 

 

 Consultation 

 Reporting/Feedback 

 Mode of communication 

 

 

Communication to be found as the heart of collective leadership framework. The 

findings in this study also reveal that communication is the crucial behavior among the 

participant because it is involved in most activities related to the CBL process.  

Correct, communication is a two-way process, right? Sender and 

receiver. It’s very basic. But how you want to be a leader if your staff 

or if you're subordinate did not respond to your communication? So are 

you saying that they understand your instruction or not? So, I think as 

leader. When you first create a group, or send an email to your 

stakeholders, you should remind them such as “I hope I will get your 

fast respond and will be work with us” which in a way to show them 

that you are hoping for their reply back to you as well as you know that 

they receive your information. (PG) 

 

Firstly, consultation is a useful form of communication for the association when 

they seek for solution for any issues that cannot be resolved individually or among the 

leaders. Participants responded that the type of consultation they had was either a meeting 

or a discussion among the association’s members and external parties which been seen as 

part of collective efforts. As quoted by participant: 

For instance, we identify certain areas or portfolio that we need help. 

For example, like referee which we don't have the expertise here. So, 
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it's very important for us to seek the support from outsiders like Japan 

to come down and give guidance to our referee. So that kind of link, it 

could be categorized as a consultation. (PB) 

 

Same participant continues stated that: 

However, as an organization we have to remember that anything we 

decide has to be recorded in the meeting.  That is actually the purpose 

of meeting which to get note of what has the committee been decide. 

While in the new era of communication, obviously inside the group. If 

there is anything, uh, a bill or announcement or decision has been made. 

There must be an internal letter that goes after what has been decided 

to be documented inside the files as an official audit. It cannot just be 

through the WhatsApp. So, for any decision made then the secretary 

will be subject to an internal memo. It should be file and noted in the 

next meeting. I think that the procedure has to be in place, and it is not 

a matter of only one people saying it, but it has to be involved the whole 

committee. (PB) 

 

However, it has been discovered by other participants that such approach of 

consultation from other parties may not be necessary as part of CBL process, as it is 

dependent on the leader style or the constraints that the association faces. As mentioned 

by participant: 

So, to make it happen. Some project or on the prospective project. What 

I did was, if you want to follow me, you have to listen to me, or else 

you out to go. To be truth, at times I need to be like a Hitler because 

you see if there are too many people talk while time is running out, and 

then the program itself not running. Everyone kept thinking without any 

decision. That is why I hate meeting so much. To me, if you want to 

follow this job, just follow my style. Because at the end of the day, I am 

the one who responsible for the program. (PG) 

 

The same participant expressed reluctance to seek external consultation due to 

some limitations such as financial constraint as stated below:  
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No, I did not practice such approach. Hitler didn’t do that. To me, 

because of financial constraints. The limited budget that I had. (PG) 

 

Secondly, another form of communication been practice for some participants in 

the association is feedback. It is a process of collecting data from everyone involved 

usually after any event or activities to relay the information to other board members in 

the association. Participant stated that: 

Yes. Normally, feedback will normally be conducted after the event. 

Indeed, in the meeting, there will be a minute for postmortem. For 

example, we run the tournament or league. We will lay out what is the 

exact amount we spend for the tournament, and everything. Then we 

take all the data for us to present back in the meeting. Indeed, it is a 

practice. Whatever we do, there must be a postmortem. (PA) 

  

Thirdly, to convey and receive information to and from other parties, it is critical 

to understand the appropriate mode of communication. All the participants mentioned 

that they are using social network services as the platform to communicate among the 

board members and also the stakeholders. The main social network application they are 

using is via WhatsApp application as it was the fastest way to communicate with everyone 

in regards of any circumstances. 

Number one is obviously we're using WhatsApp. WhatsApp is the 

fastest way of you know, communicating to your board. Whether it's 

via purpose of information or any issues that arises. So, now we are 

using a lot of either emails or WhatsApp. I think WhatsApp is the best 

option now because we could transfer documents and everything via 

WhatsApp. It can also be a form of reporting… (PB) 

 

In terms of formality and traditional methods, some participants have stated that 

they communicate with others via email and letter to deliver and receive information 
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Email. We still using the traditional ways which is by letter, then we 

send an email and then we have a group WhatsApp.  (PG). 

 

Meanwhile, participants also scheduled a meeting as a mode of communication 

for interact with board members and stakeholders to deliver any source of information to 

other parties. It was discovered that it occurred via formal/informal meeting or gathering. 

Similarly, due to the covid-19 pandemic, which lasted over two years, most of the 

participants suggested online meetings as one way to stay connected with each other. 

In terms of management, we normally meet once a month, but since the 

pandemic, we have been doing it via Zoom. However, we shall meet 

every three months. At this time, we will do something like refreshment 

and usually the president will give some motivation to everyone. There 

will be a staycation for two days and one night, where we will do some 

discussion. It won't be about rugby, instead, it will be more on getting 

together and improving our communication among the committee 

members. (PA)  

 

Lastly, some participants have mentioned that using a person as a middleman to 

provide and receive information from one party to another may ease the communication 

between the leaders. 

However, any decision will still fall under president. It just that 

president will put a middleman to negotiate for any matters before it 

reaches to him. So, basically, we will advise everything to him before 

he needs to decide for the solution of the matters. (PA) 

 

4.3.2 Network development 
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Based on the findings, network development appears to be imperative for the 

leaders to remain engaged in the CBL process. This section comprising the way of the 

participants created the network and the way of the network relationship been maintained 

between the board members and stakeholders. Firstly, communication was found as 

crucial in creating and maintain the network as mentioned: 

So as a stakeholder partner. I basically usually stay in communication 

with them and basically give them the recognition that they are part of 

us, and they are crucial. Yep, I think any collective. Any leader should 

recognize the support they received for any organization to basically 

continue and recognizes. (PB) 

 

The other type of communication been using by the participant to keep on be 

update with each other between the stakeholders and board members are by having a 

meeting and discussion as stated: 

When there is a formal update or information on any activity, we shall 

call up for a meeting. If MR provides us with any information, we will 

forward it to the rugby delegates. We also deal with MSN typically, in 

a win-win situation. Where we discuss what we plan together with MSN 

and KBS. Any matter regarding funding proposal also will be requested 

by letter. When we run a competition, we will almost always have 

discussions. Despite the fact that we were holding regular meetings with 

the association, we also invited ex officio to join us. (PE) 

 

Secondly, it is also mentioned by most of the participants which suggested beside 

keeping in touch through social network services platform, having a regular gathering 

such as having an activity together through events and competitions could always help to 

maintain the relationship. Participant said that:  

Usually, the stakeholders will be gathering when there are competition 

events. But most of the time it was through a Whatsapp group or going 

out for lunch or dinner. If they do not go out together, everyone will fall 

silent all of a sudden. (PD) 
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Apart from social gatherings, participant A suggested that rather than just 

participating in rugby events, stakeholders and board members may strengthen their 

bonds by participating in other activities together such as golf’s event. 

To unite all the sponsorship and everything and all the stakeholders. We 

organize golf tournament, and all the bosses will meet each other and 

get together with the president and discuss the progression and 

everything.  (PA) 

 

Meanwhile, due to the recent covid-19 pandemic that has recently stop everyone 

from participating in any sport activities and gathering, some participants have taken 

productive initiatives to still keep in touch with each other by having online gathering or 

meeting through online application such as Zoom meeting. Participant said:  

During a pandemic, it could be similar to zoom meeting. We will try to 

make an effort to organize online gatherings. When people meet online, 

automatically at that moment, a few issues or matters will arise. That is 

why, if it becomes too silent, I will call them up, and then the 

communication will resume. Otherwise, there will undoubtedly be a 

breakdown in communication. We will just bring up any information 

about the players, committee, state, or anything else in the group at 

some point throughout the meeting in order to attract all of the 

committee members. (PA) 

 

Thirdly, enforcing the networking between stakeholders and board members to 

continue work functioning as a team can be accomplished by requiring everyone to 

engage or be involved with the association’s activities. The participant said that: 

So, like I mentioned earlier, most of us using the participation concept. 

We gave them roles and opportunity to be a part of our event. That's 

one of our main tools. It's called participation. I get them involved in 

everything. I will say like “Okay, we are going to organize a coaching 

clinic or coaching course. Can you source out anything to be part of it?” 
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It maybe sounds that I'm asking them to do work, but actually the fact 

that I'm empowering them to basically be a leader in the area and get 

them involve (PB) 

 

Besides that, having a long-term program with stakeholders, may also create 

networking between them and also the relationship between the board members itself as 

mentioned by participant D: 

Previously, the association's board members did not have a close 

relationship with MSN. Because the president or general secretary is 

usually the only one who deals with them. However, when more 

programs are placed under MSN's scrutiny and committees are formed, 

more MR's board members are involved, and they automatically get to 

know each other and build relationships. Not only with MSN, but also 

with the members of each committee. (PD) 

 

Meanwhile, some participant claimed that having individual who worked in the 

same line as a committee member in the association may influence the way of relationship 

is formed.  

So, for the government side. Most of our board members are 

government servant. So, we tend to… I think the simplest way to say, 

we have our own ways to talk with them because most of us are the 

officers in the government. So, we know how to make the relationship 

proper. (PH) 

 

4.3.3 Leader-Team Exchange 
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The last sub-themes included for this section is leader-team exchange. The 

participant was asked on how the leader exchange knowledge, information, or task in the 

association. Participants expressed the form and tool used, as well as what factors 

influenced the success of the leader-team exchange behavior. Basically, participant has 

noted that leader-team exchange behavior occurred through task delegation. Participant 

said that: 

Usually if someone unavailable or cannot perform the task. We have 

our VP or secretary. This are the people who will help the president.  

Our president is quite busy with business and so on. so usually our VP 

will take over the task. Whatever decision has been made, VP will 

report to the president. (PF) 

 

Following that, task delegation could be done by informing other members 

indirectly as mentioned by the participant: 

In terms of the leader’s communication, the usual thing we do other 

than our normal communication via WhatsApp, which is normally 

informing indirective. Informing is telling what is going to happen. A 

directive is giving instruction. There is always discussion where we use 

meeting over lunch for more relaxed atmosphere. Or else, it could be 

over a form of social event or social gathering. (PB) 

 

Meanwhile, other participants claimed that the motivation provided by the leader 

to execute any specific task can influence the process of leader-team exchange behavior. 

Participant said that:  

it is also very imperative and crucial that they motivate and get the other 

leaders to be motivated and focused in order to achieve the main goal 

that we have.  (PB) 
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Another participant mentioned that the leader's prior experience can influence the 

process of leader-team exchange:  

Our vice president is a former national head coach, and our head of 

coaching is also a national team coach. So, based on their previous 

experience, this is how they exchange knowledge and information to 

create a program. (PA) 

 

The same participant continues to express that the process of leader-team 

exchange can be influenced by the leader themselves through their character and 

personality:  

So, for me, a character which has been brought in while his on duty, are 

the ones he will bring to the association. So, there are no blocking. That 

is how he transfer. First through experience, second throughout his 

personality. On my opinion, our president’s views are very proactive 

and very open for discussion. This is one of his best personalities since 

he is always willing to talk about anything. Because some presidents 

are difficult to talk to. (PA) 

 

4.4 Exploring the challenges and benefits encounter by the leader 
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4.4.1 Challenges 

As part of the emergence of collective leadership behavior among the board 

members, there are challenges that leaders are facing. The table below summarize the 

type of challenges that occurred among the leaders in the association. 

 

 

Challenges 

 

 Personal/hidden agenda 

 Lack of commitment 

 Incompatible leader 

 Inefficacious leader 

 

 

4.4.1.1 Personal/ Hidden agenda 

In an association, every leader will be given a portfolio which associated with the 

goals of the association. They sometime been given a KPI’s as a benchmark to achieve 

the goal. However, the participant expressed their concern as they are having difficulties 

to manage the task collectively when there is a personal or hidden agenda among the 

leaders in the association. 

Personal agenda. For instance, if a leader set out a goal and there is a 

plan to achieve the goal. Then one of the members do not want to be a 

part of it but still wants to be in that position. Then it seems like you 

have own agenda. So, it's very crucial whether you are on board or not. 

If you would to be discussed as a group and everyone agrees, but you 

don't agree. That is a matter of an opinion, but you should carry out 

because majority has basically decided on performing it. However, if 

you don't do it and to make it worse by sabotage it, then it becomes a 

personal agenda. As a board member and collectively everyone has 

agreed.  It is my responsibility to basically carry out the task because 

majority have decided and agreed. I shouldn't be going behind this and 

trying to sabotage it. (PB) 
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4.4.1.2 Lack of commitment  

Exploring into deeper understanding, the reality of the leaders in most of the sport 

associations in Malaysia are working as volunteer. Hence, they are more likely to 

prioritize their main responsibilities over volunteer work which resulting in a limit on 

their commitment towards the association.  Based on the interview, leader’s commitment 

can be measured in terms of time, dedication, and accountability carrying out their 

responsibilities. 

If they are not working at full time, they may not be able to commit 

their time. Planning or even executing plans due to their work 

commitments, yeah. And most of the trends in Malaysia. Most of them 

are all volunteers rather than professionals or semi-professionals. So, 

they don't get paid. (PB) 

 

So that's the two differences between being a semi-professional and 

being a volunteer organization. Not that the volunteer organization 

cannot be active or cannot be successful. They can…but it involves a 

lot of time investment and accountability. Most volunteers won't take 

that accountability, so as organization and as a collective board leader 

in SRU which is run by ERC... Our challenge is we have to set down a 

KPI’s for each portfolio (PB) 

 

The challenge in getting the commitment from the leaders to adapt CBL is also 

linked to the leader’s passion towards the role given. 

Because they don’t have the passion towards the sport. They just want 

the power and position, but they abuse the power given. As you know, 

the government system in Malaysia, if you are contributing to any 

associations in Malaysia, you may be easily promoted or get credited. 

For me, they just using this opportunity for themselves, but they are not 

giving back to the union that much. (PG) 
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Meanwhile, according to participant H, the reward system is another factor that 

has been linked to the leader’s commitment. Despite the constraint, it appears that a small 

association can still perform it through collective efforts. 

So, I can see the thing because when there is no reward, sometimes they 

tend to slow down in everything we do. Overall because we are still in 

small community, we will work together to achieve our target. (PH) 

 

4.4.1.3 Incompatible leader  

The next challenges found through the findings is describing the leader as 

incompatible with their position, which lead to CBL behavior adaptation failure. 

From there, we can already perceive that something is wrong, as in, how 

can someone like this be a leader? There must be a mistake. Who 

chooses that person if he or she is unable to communicate? It simply 

indicates that he or she is not yet capable of becoming a leader. (PD) 

 

To gain a better understanding of this issue, participants were asked to determine 

whether the problem arose could be a mistake made by the person who voted or elected 

the leader. However, participant D declined the statement since it was possible that a 

qualified candidate might not stand out or show interest in the position, causing them to 

choose the remaining candidates.  

However, there may be qualified individuals who do not stand out from 

the group or are not interested in the position. As a result, people will 

begin to vote those who may be interested in attempting the role. (PD) 

 

Another participant was asked a similar issue, and it was indicated that another 

factor associated to this challenge is due to the involvement of political leader in the sport 

association.   
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Politicians, they've been studied all the strengths and weaknesses of 

those people among the affiliates. They know where to take the 

advantage of the weakness of their affiliates. Such as sweet talk, good 

promises. Then all the affiliates will buy it and yeah just vote for him 

and then suddenly they cannot deliver. (PG) 

 

Meanwhile, another participant suggested that another aspect contributing to the 

incompatible leader for the role could be based on their previous experience, personal 

character, and mentality. 

For instance, certain countries such as Bangladesh and Pakistan. 

Whether it's the police, army, or navy, they're all run by uniformed 

bodies. Whether or not the leader is passionate about the sport. Picking 

up the position as president will begin with hiring the people from the 

same organization. As a result, his leadership style will be autocratic, in 

which he will adapt his working style from the industry to the 

association. When he is engaging with the outsiders, he won't be able 

to be inclusive as a governing body and will certainly fail working 

collectively. (PB) 

 

Supported by participant G who mentioned that: 

Yes, now because back to my perspective. Of course, there's no future 

in rugby in Malaysia for your wealth or for your financial security. You 

need to know why you are there in the organizations. You need to ask 

yourself why you are in the organizations. If you are there just for the 

power, I think it’s hard for the leader to work collectively. (PG) 

 

4.4.1.4 Inefficacious of job responsibilities 

The following sub-theme is focusing on the challenge in adapting CBL behavior 

based on the leader’s lack of knowledge of the main roles and responsibilities. Participant 

G said that: 

Number two, you know or not what are you doing? OK, so if you as a 

leader but you didn't understand what is all about rugby? So, you have 
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failed to be a leader because you as a leader you only know rugby. But 

you don’t even know what is R? U? G? B? Y? (PG) 

 

4.4.2 Benefits 
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This theme discussing the benefits that have previously been received by the 

leader and expect to acquire through applying CBL behavior. 

4.4.2.1 Ability to influence and develop good personal attribute  

The participant mentioned that an association is a place where a leader can grow 

as a person through the behaviors they exhibit while working there.  

In my opinion, association is a place that you can further your personal 

development. Apart from benefits such as networking and 

communication skills, there are things that you can't see and that the 

union cannot guarantee. However, you will obtain it at the cost of your 

honesty and integrity. (PA) 

 

Participant A also continue mentioned that a leader who is naturally born with the 

kind of attitude that makes everyone around him feel comfortable will make the CBL 

process easy to be implement in the association. 

His leadership for me, make a change to everything. Just because of his 

attitude which is kind of a president who goes down to the field. Even 

he is busy, he will come down. When he lies close to the heart of the 
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people, that thing wins him over. Which makes it easier for other people 

to work with him. His attitude also sometimes makes me and other 

people thinking that… if he could do it, why not myself? (PA) 

 

Meanwhile, participant H stated that as the sport itself has own values that 

somehow indirectly influence the leader to act more collectively with others. 

For me rugby contribute more on human factor. We create human to be 

more human more than other sport. Rugby itself have the values such 

as dignity, respect, and others which indirectly contributing to the 

adaptation of collective behavior. (PH) 

 

4.4.2.2 Creating wider perspective through wider networking 

The leader who was successful in adapting CBL behavior also stated that having 

leaders from various backgrounds in the association will expand the perspective while 

sharing knowledge and ideas.  

Well, it could be something like a for example. Uh, when somebody 

comes up with an idea, share with us and when we share with our EXCO 

members, everybody will put in the inputs to execute or to plan the 

project. We have various leader from various background. So, we’re 

bound to have a certain view. Just like myself, I wouldn't be able to 

think of everything.  So, that is the most important thing that we think 

about this in all aspects in a few different angles. (PC) 

 

Meanwhile, participant H claimed that most of the leaders in the association 

practicing CBL behavior such as expanding their network to acquire more opportunities 

such as future assistance. 

We are the association, so we need to do the networking. In terms of 

getting source of information. When we have good networking, it will 

contribute. For me, even in large establishment organization, 

networking is very important. For my association, it was easy to manage 

since we are small community is very reachable to everybody including 
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government stakeholders or sponsors. I think it should be important. If 

we don’t have the networking, I think the association will suffer and die 

because it will really be beneficial for the association to get assistant in 

future. (PH) 

 

Participant H continue to explain that having a network can be used as a reward 

for the association instead of applying monetary based reward.  

We always reward ourselves when we achieve something. But yes, like 

what you have said, we don’t reward with money, but we reward such 

as having dinner or barbeque together. Plus, we help our board member 

with their job and everything since we are in small circle. So, if any of 

them want to further the studies, we tried to help in term of what we 

could help by having connection. (PH) 

 

4.4.2.3 Creating an open culture  

Other possibilities for engaging in CBL behavior suggested by the participant can 

be easy as they relate to the culture that they are aiming to create, which may be beneficial 

to the association. 

Thirdly, with our Affiliates, we do not restrict them from becoming a 

member under us. We invite them and we encourage them to register 

with the National Sports Commissioners office so that they can become 

ordinary member, where they can vote in the AGM.  So, among our 

board members, uh, like what I said before we practice open 

management whereby everything is based on majority. So, we don't go 

on like, you know, “where there is only 1 person says yes and 

everybody must follow”. Everything is being debated and if there is 

better idea to be shared then we will follow the idea. That was in terms 

of the communication and culture that we are practicing. (PC) 
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4.4.2.4 Positive organizational outcome 

Finally, this last sub-theme include participant who has agreed that CBL has 

positive impact on the organizational outcome. Participant G says that CBL behavior 

will help the leaders to complete any task in a timely and successful manner. 

If everyone knows and understand what their job scope are, of course. 

Helping each other is very good and can ease everyone responsibilities. 

At least, the task will be done on time and finish successfully.  (PG) 

 

At the same time, positive organizational outcome was also defined as the 

harmony state of the association that can be built through the adaptation of CBL behaviors 

among the leaders. 

Certainly, the organization will be in a state of harmony. When we have 

such things, everyone will be more approachable to one another, and it 

will be easier to reach an agreement. There will be no group members 

who refuse to participate or take action. As a result, an association will 

undoubtedly achieve something positive in the future. (PD) 

 

The beauty of an association can also be construct through various background of 

leaders who work collectively among the board members as stated by participant E:  

We have committee with a wide range of educational backgrounds. We 

have ordinary people, people with low education levels, high education 

levels, businesspeople, and so on. Of course, the manner in which they 

deliver and communicate differs from each other. Some people excel at 

field work but struggle with paperwork and other administrative tasks. 

We will, however, have someone to assist them in this circumstance. 

And the beauty of an organization derives from this various unique 

specialty possessed by the members (PE) 
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However, the majority of participants stated that achieving a positive 

organizational outcome by adapting CBL behaviors would be impossible without money 

in sport association. 

Sport is all about money. Once your organization don't have money, the 

sport will not be there. A good leadership is when the leader can bring 

money to the organization. If you good in job and work but you didn't 

bring money to the associations or to the union. I think you also can’t 

even have a staff to maintain. (PG) 
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Chapter 5. Discussion & Conclusion 

The initial purpose of the research was to explore the perspective of the leaders in 

Malaysian rugby association on the emergent of collective board leadership towards 

achieving collaborative sport governance. The research was carried out among the leaders 

of national and state rugby association in Malaysia with the primary goal of describing 

three key areas: 

1. Exploring the perspective of leaders on the adaptation of CBL behaviors  

2. Identifying the CBL behavior practices among the leaders 

3. Identifying the challenges and benefits encounter by leaders in adapting CBL 

behavioral 

A total of 8 participants who hold a position as a board member in 6 state and 2 

national rugby association in Malaysia were selected for this research regardless the 

gender, age and the position as board members in the association. The research findings 

have outlined in detail about the perspective, challenges and benefits experienced by the 

leaders in adapting collective board leadership behavior in the association. 

The current research finding extend the analysis on collective leadership at board 

level may enhance the collective approach in sport organization as suggested by (Ferkins, 

Shilbury, et al., 2018) and discovering in depth across the sport and geographic regions 

(Kerwin, Doherty, & Harman, 2011).  
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5.1 The perspective on the emergence of collective board leadership 

In response to RQ1 about perspective of leaders on collective board leadership in 

collaborative sport governance context, the participants demonstrated a wide variety of 

views which this study distinguished into two big themes. Firstly, all participants (n=8), 

agreed that it is important for the leader to understand the roles and responsibility of each 

person to achieve the CBL process in the association. The board role describes the 

interactions board members are expected to have with other board members. In boards, 

these interactions occur in formalized ways (e.g., through subcommittees) and informal 

ways (e.g., discussing board matters between board meetings; Doherty et al., 2004). 

 The empowerment of a leader, which comes along with a delegation of task, was 

strongly tied to the collective leadership process. Besides that, individual views which 

influenced by each leader’s understanding of board’s role are important recognition of 

the board’s collective decision-making responsibilities. This supports one dimension of 

Ferkins, et al. (2018) position in relation to collective board leadership which decisions 

made regardless of the varying views leading to that decision. However, PD has stated 

that having too many leaders involved in decision-making will also have a negative 

impact on the collective leadership process. As previously said, the diversity of viewpoint 

will cause a group of leaders to split into two groups rather than functioning as one team 

while making decisions.  

Associated with roles and responsibilities, leader’s ability such as skills, 

knowledge, attitude, experience plays an important role to achieve the task collectively. 

Lastly, the commitment given by the leader to complete the task was found as an influence 

factor for leader to complete the task. This viewpoint is consistent with Cullen-Lester et 
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al. (2017) definition of leadership as the extension of the collective's capacity to provide 

direction, alignment, and commitment through their interactions" (p. 131). 

The availability of goals, mission, and vision as a guideline for the leaders to work 

collectively in the association toward reaching collaborative sport governance is the 

second theme that evolved. To be able to fulfill their tasks and responsibilities alongside 

other leaders in the association, all participants felt that having one common goal could 

make the collective board leadership process much easier. As operating in the sport sector, 

which involves a complex structure with many different stakeholders to comply with, this 

will assist in establishing cooperation. Also suggested by Shilbury, O’Boyle and Ferkins 

(2020), cooperative approaches can shape collective identity and, ironically, both 

processes can have a positive outcome for leaders identifying with the collaborative 

governance of a federated sport and mutual agreement.  

Simultaneously, findings revealed that sharing goals, mission, and vision by the 

leaders to stakeholders and other members can be achieve through effective 

communication and the use of connections and networking. As noted by the participant 

in this study, it is critical to communicate the goals effectively to the stakeholders and 

board members because if they are not aware of them, they would refuse to collaborate. 

Sharing the association’s goals throughout the network is intended to result in a better 

understanding and direction regarding association’s common goals. It is a form of 

communication that can be classified as direction-giving used to clarify expectations, as 

previously stated in the literature under motivation language theories (Mayfield & 

Mayfield, 2011). This finding whereby aligned with studies which indicated that 

communication, which include direction-giving language, is the movement of 
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information throughout a network that may influence their member’s shared awareness 

and understanding of goals, as well as their motivation to work collaboratively on 

complex problems (Mayfield & Mayfield, 2007; Mumford & Hunter, 2005) 

5.2 Collective leadership behavior practiced among the board leaders 

In response to the RQ2 is to further explore the collective leadership behavior 

practiced by the leader among the board members in the association. There are three (3) 

main behavior been practice by the participants in the association as indicated below:  

 Communication – social network services, consultation, reporting/feedback, 

meeting and middlemen. 

 Network development – communication, gathering, involvement of stakeholders 

in association’s activities 

 Leader-team exchange – delegation, indirective information, motivation, leader’s 

experience and leader’s character/personality 

Based on the findings, collective leadership behavior practiced by the participants 

in their respective associations are supporting the dimension of collective leadership 

behavior proposed in the framework by Friedrich et al. (2009). While current research 

found that communication is the key to obtain successful network development and 

leader-team exchange behavior among the leaders. 

Firstly, presence study shown evidence in the adaptation of communication 

behavior among the leaders to achieve CBL process. As stated in the literature review 

that high communication through phone calls which being placed between sport 

association throughout the entire network serve as the strong behavior to facilitate the 
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adoption of collaboration governance network (O’boyle & Shillbury, 2018) is strongly 

supported by this study. This current research found that most participants use social 

networking platforms such as WhatsApp to keep in touch with board members and 

stakeholders. They utilize the application as their primary communication tool for a 

variety of tasks, such as reporting, sending and receiving information, sharing goals, 

giving instructions, and even making decisions. At the same time, it has been discovered 

that most sport associations are using social networking platforms such as Zoom online 

meeting application to keep connected for any formal and informal meetings with others 

due to the epidemic (Covid-19) that has been ravaging the country for almost two years. 

Friedrich et al. (2014) found that communication behaviors, such as feedback 

exchange, and establishing communication norms, facilitated the use of collectivistic 

actions. However, the interview session of one of the participants caused some 

uncertainty. Firstly, communication was stated as one of the most important components 

in collective leadership by the participant. Surprisingly, communication tools like 

meetings and feedback were strongly challenged by the same participant. According to 

the participant, using such communication tool takes time. It is preferable to utilize an 

autocratic leadership style rather than wasting time since the leader is the one who 

ultimately responsible for whatever decision or action taken in the end. This finding has 

strongly supported the study of Friedrich et al. (2016) which stated that prior leadership 

experience would be negatively related to communication. Another study found that 

situational expertise can provide useful case-based knowledge for leaders to use in 

problem solving (Mumford, Friedrich, Caughron, & Byrne, 2007), also increase 

awareness to their network and use it for problem solving.  It is also associated to the 

study of Chan and Drasgow (2001) that emphasize on the leader’s experience directly 
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relevant to the task, such as leadership experience, can make individuals feel more 

confident (Chan & Drasgow, 2001) and may make it less likely that they seek out 

information and feedback from others they believe do not have as much experience (Gilly 

et al., 1998). 

Secondly, this presence study findings support Friedrich et al. (2014)’s findings 

which stated that well-developed network will enhance collective leadership in both 

direct and indirect ways. In addition to maintain the network development by having 

strong communication and interaction between stakeholders and board directors, 

stakeholder’s involvement in association activities or as committee members is critical. 

The participants in this study clearly stated that having stakeholders who worked in the 

same line as a committee member in the association could influence how network 

relationships are developed. Since sport governance include multi-level process 

especially in federated model, many efforts need to be taken to facilitate the emergence 

of collective board leadership in approaching collaborative sport governance. As 

mentioned by (Balkundi & Kilduff, 2005; Borgatti & Foster, 2003; Mehra, Dixon, Brass 

& Robertson, 2006; Sparrowe & Liden, 2005) that “developed network” approach 

included variables that indicate team members are not only connected, but also aware of 

one another’s knowledge and skills through information sharing, and the leader acts as a 

connector in a complex collaborative sport governance 

Lastly, this presence study generates evidence through the adaptation of leader-

team exchange behavior among the leaders in an attempt to establish CBL process. An 

effective leader-team exchange behavior occurred when leader successfully distributed 

role and task to their team members, resulting in a collective effort. Furthermore, it must 

be acknowledged that delegation of role and task by the leader to respective members 
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plays a vital role in sport association. Looking at the culture of sport association in 

Malaysia where majority of leaders work as a volunteer in the association, it is obvious 

that they have other commitment and priorities in their daily lives. Thus, the ability of 

leaders to delegate roles and task to other members when they are unavailable or the scope 

of task not under their expertise indicates that leaders engage in leader-team exchange 

behavior.  

Whereby, findings showed that it is important for the leaders to use 

communication tools such as informing indirectly to the members before the task 

delegation takes place. As stated by the participant which expressed the concern of the 

different between direct and indirect information giving will give a slight difference on 

how it can influence the effectiveness of task delegation to be happen. As a directive 

information giving is more similar to giving instructions to the members to perform the 

task. While providing indirect information is more likely to persuade members to perform 

the task voluntarily after feeling included and valuable as part of the task. Similarly, 

researcher assume that informing indirectly is part of direction-giving language that can 

encourage team members to engage in problem solving and increased the team capacity. 

Which was also seen as a positive influence that made up an initial team-level outcome 

that resulted in a more successful team engagement (Cohen & Bailey, 1997; Day et al., 

2004; Gronn, 2002). 

Moreover, task delegation was found to be linked with other factors such as 

leader’s experience and character/personality. According to the participants in this study, 

sport associations are made of a diverse group of leaders from various backgrounds. 

Therefore, leader’s previous experience will be able to provide the knowledge and 

information exchange with others on variety task in the associations. This finding 
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consistently supporting previous studies which indicate that expertise will provide leaders 

a better understanding of when they can effectively utilize the expertise of others, and 

that expertise is a strong predictor of Leader–Team Exchange behaviors (Friedrich et al., 

2009; Friedrich et al., 2014). Simultaneously, the researcher assume that leader’s previous 

experience may lead to the increase the level of confidence in the leader to perform the 

task delegation as reflected in a study by Klein et al. (2006). 

 At the same time, leader’s character/personality will affect how comfortable for 

other members to work with the leaders which contributing in the emergent of leader-

team exchange behavior. As demonstrated in the findings, the leader’s 

character/personality such as willingness to talk and constantly open to discussion, 

encourages others to share their opinion and perform tasks collectively as they get 

comfortable with each other. This finding highly supported collective leadership 

framework proposed by Friedrich et al. (2009), which suggests that leader’s personality 

traits (openness) have a positive relationship with leader-team exchange behavior. 

However, it contradicts previous studies by Friedrich et al. (2016) that found a negative 

relationship between a leader’s personality (openness) and leader-team exchange 

behavior. As a result, there is inconsistency evidence towards the collective leadership 

framework proposed by Friedrich et al. (2009). Individual character/personality however 

involves many aspects and very broad which beyond the scope of this presence study. 

In response to the R3 is to further identify the challenges and benefits encounter 

by the leaders to adapt with collective board leadership behavior. The findings of this 

study showing main challenges perceived by the participant is due to other leader’s 

personal/hidden agenda, leader’s lack of commitment, incompatible leader and 

inefficacious leader. 
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The finding showed that having an incompatible leader is one of the challenges 

on adapting collective board leadership behaviour. Incompatible leader meaning in this 

study was associated to the lack of leader’s knowledge, skills, previous experience, 

personal character, and mentality which affecting their roles and responsibilities. Since 

many sport associations in Malaysia adopt the concept of voting system to appoint leaders 

in the association, thus, this study assumes that the problem of incompatible leaders might 

be due to the failure of the members who voted or elected the leader. However, participant 

had stated that most of the leader had a political background which they used the political 

skills to easily influence others throughout the election in regard to not receiving what 

had been promise such as the performance of good leadership. Meanwhile, it says that the 

interpersonal skills include capacities such as network awareness, network accuracy, 

perspective taking, political skill, emotion regulation, and communication (Balkundi & 

Kilduff, 2005; Drazin, Kazanjian, & Glynn, 2008; Mumford et al., 2000; Pirola-Merlo et 

al., 2002). Based on Friedrich et al. (2009) framework suggested that interpersonal skills 

will be positively related to the effective distribution of leadership responsibilities. 

However, according to this study findings showed that political skills adapt by the leaders 

in the association may bring a negative impact on the adaptation of collective board 

leadership as some of the participants agreed that sport association in Malaysia should be 

free from political involvement. 

The findings of this study also shows that challenges in adaptation of CBL by the 

leaders are caused by the incompatible leaders and inefficacious of the job responsibilities. 

Both of these elements are highly associated with the leader’s knowledge, skills, 

characteristic, previous experience. This finding totally supporting the statement of 

Friedrich et al. (2009) which mentioned that collective leadership behaviors can also be 
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seen as an action taken in facilitating the emergence of collective leadership which can 

be influenced by leader’s characteristics, the performance parameters and climate, the 

leader and team’s network, communication, and Leader-Team Exchange. Friedrich et al. 

(2016) further explained that leader’s characteristics such as intelligence, experience and 

personality, will determine how capable they are in building the network and 

communication conditions that facilitate the emergence of collective leadership and 

whether they can recognize the opportunity and advantages of exchanging elements of 

the leadership role with team members. Furthermore, some study indicates that board 

members often confused about their specific role in the association, which serves as a 

barrier toward the emergent of collective board leadership is strongly support by this 

finding. As mentioned by the participant in this study, the sport of rugby in Malaysia is 

unlikely to improve because there is no future, and it does not provide financial security 

to individuals who participate in it which link to challenges for the leaders with similar 

mentality. Role ambiguity was discovered to be a significant factor influencing board 

member’s perception towards performance (Doherty & Hoye, 2011). 

A final important finding of this study is that collective leadership behaviors 

expanded the understanding of how these behaviors are influenced by individual level 

antecedents as well as contextual factors as suggested by Friedrich et al. (2016). Not every 

element in collective leadership behavior’s dimension is being effective and contributing 

towards positive outcome of CBL process in a sport association. Thus, it is important to 

expand the exploration in this area through specific context. 
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Ability to influence and develop good personal attribute, Creating wider 

perspective through wider networking, Creating an open culture, and Positive 

organizational outcome 

5.3 Implication 

5.3.1 Theoretical implication 

Theoretically, this study contributes literature and primary data to a problem that 

has been studied in the past but is growing more relevant today. As previously said, this 

study paves the way for future, more in-depth research on the subject, based on fresh 

discoveries or updated literature. 

Meanwhile, previous studies conducted based on theoretical framework by 

Friedrich et al. (2009) have yet to achieve the consistency in the evidence presented, 

where the difference in type, culture, size, geographical, income, and gender 

representation of the organizations may be the factors affecting the various evidence. 

Thus, researcher believes that this study has provided a better understanding of the 

process of collective leadership utilizing the theoretical framework in the context of 

Malaysian sport associations 

5.2.2 Practical implication 

 Based on the findings reported, the researcher makes the following suggestion to 

strengthen the governance of sport association towards adaptation of collective leadership 

among the leaders. The main challenge reported is due to leader’s personal/hidden 

agendas which may prevent the association from achieving its goals. The lack of 

commitment from leaders and appointment of incompatible leaders, on the other hand, 
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may affect their roles and responsibilities in the association. As assumption to be made 

by researcher based on the findings, this could happen because of the involvement of the 

politician. Additionally, this challenge has been associated with lack of motivation such 

as reward offer by the association to the leader. Thus, most participant indicated that 

money would be the solvent for this problem in order to improve the quality of a leader 

in every aspect. Alternatively, there are possible potential solution to minimise the 

challenges encountered by the leaders such as: 

5.2.2.1 Corporatization  

 As lack of financial has always been the issues for almost every sport association 

in Malaysia, thus, this really needs to be improved by having the right method on 

generating income for the association. As suggested by the participant from this study, a 

sport association needs to be corporatized to be able generate more income. By generating 

own income then only sport association will not be dependent on the funding from the 

government and sponsorship. 

5.2.2.2 Mutual agreement in raising the tax exemption for sponsorship 

Even sport associations should not be overly reliant on sponsorship, though this 

has been the way which sport thrived worldwide. In comparison to football, however, 

rugby is not a very popular sport in Malaysia. Thus, sponsors and investors are reluctant 

to sponsor in this sport due to low return of investment. Since the tax exemption for 

sponsorship obtained by a corporate company in Malaysia is only 10%, compared to other 

Asian countries such as Japan, where the tax exemption is 50%. As a contrary, sport clubs 

are primarily financed or named after corporate entities in Japan. Despite of this setback, 

sponsors continue to receive benefits from the government for supporting sport such as 
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tax exemptions, which they mostly obtain from Malaysian rugby enthusiast. To reach its 

objectives, the Ministry of Youth and Sport Malaysia (KBS) should consider the 

possibility of establishing an agreement with the Malaysian Inland Revenue Board 

(LHDN) to increase the proportion of tax exemption for sponsors. 

5.4 Limitation and future research 

According to the findings of this study, collective leadership has been observed 

implemented in various ways among the board members of the Malaysian rugby 

associations. There were some disparities in the emergence of collective board leadership 

behavior among the associations with stronger financial stability, which were highly 

practiced, compared to those who were less practiced. Many of the participants in this 

study also believed that financial may be the critical factor which could improve the 

collective board leadership in sport association. Thus, it is assumed that collective board 

leadership may be found in sport associations that have demonstrated financial stability. 

As a result, this research should be conducted among sport associations with stable 

financial conditions to further demonstrate the adaptability of collective leadership 

behaviour among the board members. 

Apart from that, the framework for analysing collective leadership had a very 

broad scope because the process of collective leadership is complex in many aspects. A 

unique response to a specific context could be used for better understanding on how and 

why the specific behavior has been developed in each scenario. In future research, this 

can be investigated further using a quantitative method to identify in each specific context. 
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Furthermore, this study only focused on a single sport and two distinct association 

within that sport. This study does not claim that these results can be applied to all other 

sports association. 

5.5 Conclusion 

Certainly, this current research has demonstrated that leaders in Malaysian rugby 

associations have successfully adapted collective board leadership behavior. The term 

"collective board leadership" is still relatively new, as prior definitions of collective 

leadership focused on a single leader who emerged with collective leadership behaviour 

to utilize the roles and responsibilities with following subordinates. Additionally, this 

term is more specifically construct on the behavior practiced among the leaders of the 

association’s board members who utilize roles and responsibilities not only with their 

subordinates but also various stakeholders which involves with the association to achieve 

mutual goals. 

Although there are various challenges faced by the leaders in the associations to 

adapt collective board leadership behavior but the existing benefits achieved by the 

association indicate that collaborative sport governance is most likely possible with the 

existence of effective collective board leadership behavior. A consequence of this 

assumption, a lack of adaptation of collective leadership behavior among the leaders in 

the association may severely limit the ability to collaborate effectively. To raise 

awareness among leaders about the importance of adapting collective board leadership 

behavior, further research should be conducted, with a focus on studying the performance 

outcomes of associations that effectively adapt collective board leadership behaviour. 
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Appendix A. Interview questions 

Introduction part: For the purpose of this study, there is no right or wrong responses. 

However, I would like you to express the answer based on your experienced, 

understanding and opinion as a sport leader in the Malaysian rugby sport associations. 

The following questions are the general inquiries, and if the answers aren't specific 

enough for the studies, follow-up questions will be asked throughout the interview session. 

First of all, before we get into details, it’s better for us to have an understanding of the 

basic terms related to this study. 

Collective leadership - It is a dynamic process developed through leader, or group of 

leaders with selectively utilizes knowledge, skills and expertise who enhance the 

utilization of the network around them and the actions taken to share the leadership role 

with the entire team.  

Collective board leadership – A leadership which encompasses how a board members 

work together to generate leadership and to advance key strategic initiatives within and 

across a network of affiliated bodies, such as in a federated model. 

1. Could you describe your perspective on adapting collective board leadership 

towards achieving collaborative sport governance? 

2. Could you describe type of behaviors that board members engage in which 

contributed into collective leadership practices? 

3.  Who are the stakeholders of the association and how did make a relation with 

them? 
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4. What are the barriers occurred in practicing collective board leadership among the 

leaders in the associations? 
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Appendix B.  Consent Form/letter 

Mr./Mrs 

Dear Sports Leader,  

 

Introduction: 

My name is Liyana Kamarul Bahrin. I am currently a master’s student in the Department 

of Physical Education at Seoul National University (SNU) majoring in Global Sports 

Management. I am conducting a research study entitled "Collective Board Leadership in 

Malaysian Rugby Association: In approaching collaborative sport governance" which is 

a part of fulfillment of my master's degree.  

As a sports leader with Malaysian rugby associations, I am respectfully asking you to 

voluntarily take part in this study. The purpose of this qualitative case study is to explore 

the perspective of leaders on collective board leadership towards approaching 

collaborative sport governance in the rugby sports federations. The study will also 

examine the barriers incurred in the emergence of collective board leadership behavior 

among the board members in the sport federation. 

Activities: 

If you agree to take part in this research, you will be asked to: 

1. Participate in in-depth interview which will be done in English or Malays either through 

zoom, Skype or telephone. Interviews will take place approximately 2 to 3 times, and 

each session will be held approximately for 40 minutes to 1 hour. 

2. Note that all interviews will be video/audio taped using a digital recorder.  
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3. Your participation is voluntary. If you decide not to participate, or withdraw from the 

study at any time, there will be no any penalty or loss of benefits. 

Eligibility: 

You are eligible to participate in this research if you: 

1. Currently, a leader in a Malaysian rugby associations 

Risks: 

There are no expected risks to you from participating in this research study. Participation 

is not intended nor expected to cause any mental or physical challenges. Additionally, all 

communication with the participants will be direct and clear and therefore there will be 

no misleading actions and no deception. 

Benefits: 

Your participation in this study will be of no direct benefits to you. However, taking part 

in this study will help to increase the body of knowledge in sport leadership and 

governance in sports federations.  

Confidentiality: 

All information gathered in this study will be kept confidential and your identity will be 

protected. The results of the research study may be published, but your identity will 

remain confidential, and your name will only be known to the researcher. All records will 

be stored in a locked facility for three years, which upon completion of the study, all 

electronic files will be deleted, and hard copies torn. 

Contact Information: 
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If you would like any additional information or if you have any questions regarding this 

study and the interview process, please contact me at via whatsapp (+60) 173437834 or 

through my email address: liyanakb@hotmail.com.  

If you agree to participate in this study, please respond to this e-mail and I will arrange 

an interview time at your convenience. 

I thank you in advance believing that you will sacrifice your precious time to take part in 

this study. Your experience and knowledge of sports leadership will be helpful in 

understanding the area under study. 

Thank you, 

Liyana Kamarul Bahrin,  

Graduate student, 

Seoul National University, 

Department of Physical Education, 

Global Sport Management Major–Dream Together Master Program, 

Email:liyanakb@hotmail.com  

Phone: +60-17 343- 7834 
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국 문 초 록 

 

말레이시아 럭비 연맹의 

집단적 이사회 리더십 행동에 관한 연구 

 

Liyana Binti Kamarul Bahrin 

글로벌스포츠매니지먼트 전공 

체육교육과 

서울대학교 대학원 

 

본 연구는 말레이시아 럭비 연맹 지도자들의 협력적 스포츠 거버넌스 

달성을 위한 집단적 이사회 리더십 적용을 탐색한다. 본 연구는 반-구조화 된 

면접을 포함한 질적 연구 방법이 사용되었으며, 이사회로 활동하는 8 명의 

지도자(국립 럭비 연맹 소속 2 명, 주립 럭비 연맹 소속 6 명)가 연구에 

참여하였다. Friedrich et al(2009)의 연구에서 제시한 집단적 리더십을 

설명하는 이론적 틀을 통해 수집된 결과를 분석하였으며, 분석 내용은 (1) 

집단적 이사회 리더십에 대한 지도자들의 인식, (2) 집단적 이사회 리더십의 

행동 양식, (3) 집단적 이사회 리더십의 효과 및 방해 요인으로 설정되었다.  

본 연구 결과로 말레이시아 럭비 연맹 지도자들은 집단적 이사회 

리더십을 적용해야하는 지침으로서 인식하고 목표, 사명, 비전과 함께 리더십의 
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역할과 책임을 강조하고 있음이 밝혀졌다. 또한 실제 지도자들은 의사소통 능력 

및 네트워크 개발, 지도자-팀으로 구성된 상호교환적 관계 형성과 같은 집단적 

리더십 행동을 실천하고 있는 것으로 밝혀졌다. 그러나 집단적 리더십 형성 

과정을 더욱 촉진시키기 위해서 Friedrich et al(2009)가 제시한 ‘피드백 

교환’과 같은 커뮤니케이션 활동은 충분히 활용되지 않고 있는 것으로 

나타났다. 마지막으로 말레이시아 럭비 연맹 지도자들은 외부 정치적 개입과 

재정 지원의 부족으로 인해 집단적 이사회 리더십을 적용하는데 큰 어려움이 

있다고 밝혀졌다.  

본 연구는 집단적 이사회 리더십 행동이 말레이시아 럭비 연맹이 협력적 

스포츠 거버넌스를 달성하고 긍정적인 조직 성과를 생성할 수 있도록 돕는다는 

사실을 말해준다. 향후 연구에서는 집합적 이사회 리더십 행동 적용의 이점을 

더 강력히 주장할 수 있도록 안정적인 재정 상태를 가진 스포츠 협회에 대한 

연구가 필요할 것이다.  

 

주요어: 집단적 이사회 리더십, 이사회 리더십 행동, 말레이시아 럭비 연맹  

학 번: 2020-22639 
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